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The Radiance of Revelation 

God Almighty has not only blessed Muslims with the gift of reason, but has also 

graced them with the radiance and divine light of revelation. They should not 

tread the paths that dry logic and philosophers seek to lead them to. Such people 

are eloquent in speech but their spiritual faculties are immensely frail. Observe, 

therefore, that God Almighty praises His servants in the Holy ~an in the fol

lmving words: 

' ' _, 
l LG.)";}1 , , ~ '';11 J I 
~ . •.) '-"~ ,..J 

}den of strong hands and powe~fid vision. 

He does not say they are men of eloquent speech. 1his establishes that God Al

mighty loves those who observe both His works and words, and reflect on them, 

not onlv heir 1wsical e es but with their inner si ht as well, and then act 

accordingly. And all this can never be attained without purification of the seli 

and without cleansing our inner faculties. - ; 

How to Attain Success in this World and the Hereafter 

If you desire to attain success in both worlds and seek to conquer the hearts of 

people, then strive to purify yourselves, make use of reason and follow the guid

ance given in the Word of God. Reform yourselves and serve as an example for 

others by demonstrating your sublime virtues. Then will you attain success. How 

\Vonderfu1 a statement by someone who says: 

I ~ # J· /r· V'.!. ( 7. iJ ~" -:-;I <.)J.t. , ' :J (;-

A word which springsfrom the heart invariably 

_finds place in the hearts r~f others. 

So first and foremost, mould your own hearts. If you desire to touch the hearts of 

others, then develop the pmver to do so by practising what you preach. Without 

practice the force of \Vords and human influence can be of no benefit. 1bere arc 

hundreds of thousands of people who make hollow statements. Many so-called 

Muslim clerics and scholars stand on pulpits and preach to others, declaring 

themselves to be representatives of the Holy Prophetsa and the heirs of the 

Saad, 38:46 
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Allah is Mighty, Wise. 

By virtue of His name Aziz (the Mighty), God does whatever is needed and the 

name Hakeem (rhe Wise) denotes that His every action is done with wisdom, and 

done properly and adequately in accordance with the appropriate time and place. 

Just observe how plants and vegetation possess diverse properties. Even a tolah 

or two of turpethurn is enough to clear the bowels, so too is the case with scam

rnonia. Allah the Exalted has the power to dear a person's bowels without the 

use of any medicine, or to quench oi1e's thirst without water, but it was necessary 

for mankind to learn of the wonders of nature. For the extent to which a person 

increases in their awareness and'-knowledge of the wonders of nature, is the de-. ... 
gree to which they are increased in their understanding of the attributes of Allah 

Almigh;,; and this enables one to attain the near~ss of God. Through medicine 

and astronomy we discover thousands of qualities present in nature. - -

The Properties of Things Are Another Name for Knowledge 

What are the sciences? 1hey are nothing more than a knowledge of the properties 

of things. If the celestial bodies, stars and vegetation did not possess effects, it 

... would become difficulr for mankind to believe in the attribme of Allah Alrnigl~y 
k'ilown as Aleem (the All-Knowing). 

It is a certain fact that the foundation of our knowledge is based on our insight 

into the properties of things. 1he purpose in this is so that we may learn wisdom . ..... 
The sciences have also been referred to as wisdom (hikmat). As such, Allah the 

Exalted states: 

2\ ~:Sl ·< ,-- ,-i~4Ll1...s'.t (;, 
--'tt, ~~.) , .~ .) 

And whoever is gm.nted wisdom has indeed been gm.nted abundant good. 

The Purpose of the Supplication 'Guide Us in the Right Path' 

Hence, the purpose of the prayer ;~~ ::· ~1 1. 1__;~1L~l (Guide us in the right path) 

is that \vhcn a person makes this supplication, rhey ought ro emulate the deeds, 

morals and beliefs of 'those upon whom God has bestowed His blessings'. In so 

an-Nistt, 4: 159 
al-Baqarah, 2:270 
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tached ourselves to a Prophet who manifests God to us. 
A poet has put it beautifully: 

Mu~ammad of Arabia, King of both the worlds'; 
TiVhose threshold is safeguarded by the /-Joly Spirit. 

I cannot call him God, but I do say; 
To recognize him is to recognize God. 

How shall we express our gratitude to God who be
stowed upon us the good fortune to follow the Prophet 
who is a sun for the souls of the righteous as there is a 
sun for the bodies. lie appeared in a time of darkness and 
illumined the world with his light. He was neither tired 
nor fatigued till he purified all parts of Arabia fron1 asso
ciating partners with God. 1-Ie is the proof of his ovvn 
truth for his light is present in every age and true obedi
ence to hi1n purifies a person as the clear and transparent 
water of a river cleanses dirty linen. Who has co1ne to us 
with a sincere heart and has not witnessed that light, and 
who has knocked honestly on that door for whom it has 
not been opened? But the pity is that most people prefer 
the lo-vver life and do not desire that higher light should 
enter into then1. 

(Chashma-e-Ma'rifat, Rfil;tiini Khazii'in, Vol. 23, pp. 301-303] 

Knowledge of Allah's Attributes granted to the Holy 
Prophet 

... flJ 

11s 1% I;; ~S.i. 9 )J.J 

This means: 0 my Lord! Grant me perfect knowledge of 
Your greatness, Your \Vays and Your attributes. 

At another place it is said: 

119~\J~tilsb~~~' 

118 Ta Ha, 20:115 [Publisher] 
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the highest limits of prais,e rendered by these who praise Me. 
You will not find in the heavens or in the.earth any praiseworthy 
feature that is not to be found in My oountenanee. If you tri-ed 
to count My ex:ee1l~n£es: yoa w.Qtiltl n~t be ahle to number 
them, even if you exerted yourselves hard and took pains like 
the dedicated. Search well then if you can light upon a 
praiseworthy merit that you do not find in Me. or can discover 
an excellence that is beyond Me and My Presence. lf you feel 
that way then you have no knowledge of Me and are bereft of 
vision. I am known through My glories and excellences and 
the heavy clouds saturated with ~1:y blessings md1cate the 
'plenitude .of My bounties. Those who bidieve -in Me as. com.::
Ere·hen<ding all perfect attrrbutes and all ex.c.ellenc¢s and attrilJ;. 
ute to Me whatever perfection they observe anywhere and. 
whatever Jory they can conceive of in the foghest Hi hts of 
their rmagination and ascr1 e to e every grandeur that their 

·minds and vision may observe and every power·:trun is reflected 
fo the mirror of their thoughts, are indeed the people who are 
treading the paths that lead to true re·cogn1:non of' M,e. They -
~ave grasp.ea the Truth and they wiH be successful. Be up then' 

ma Allah keep watch over yoµ) and seek earnestly for the 
attributes of Allah, the Glorious~ an re ect over them like 
<kep thinkers.. 

Seek diligently and ponder ever aspect of perfection search
ing -for it in every overt and covert manifestation o t .. ts 

universe as a greedy person OCGU ies himself incessantly with 
t e pursuit o t e o ~ect o ·is desires. When you arrive a e 
compre ens1on o the fullness o 1 er ect1on an e rn to 
petc~ive · is. fr:agranc~1, it is· then that v~ found Hi11t. 
· · his is a mystery f · at is, unv.eiled onlyto those who are earnest 
seekers of gu1danee. -

Reflection over Divine Attributes safeguards. against errors 

This then is your Lord, your Master, Perfect in Himself, 
comprehen.ding an perf~ct ~xcelle.nces and worthy of all praise. 
He alone can know Him who deliberates deeply over the 
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Fatiha, seeking His help with a pining heart~ For those who 
make a oov~nant with Allah in we:rfeet sitle~rity,, binding 
themselv>es fast in perpetua:t oliledien<.1e to Hi$;, and cleanse 
their minds of aH rancour and ill-will, are admitted through 
the portals of this Su,ra and are endowed with inner sight. 

The Fatiha also warns that whoso perishes for lack of his 
cognition of Allah. the Supreme, through his m.iscQnduct or 
by taking some other than Him as his-god, in truth perishes 
because of his disregard of Hls excellences~ his failure to 
contemplate His wonders and his neglect of all that is His due, 
as is the way of these who are the devotees off alsehood. Have 
you not considered that the Christians were invited tOtli"e 
Onity of God, but it was this distemper tbat brought about 
ffieir ruin'! -Their erriag selves and their b.eguillng passion& 
qrew them tQ the wotsfup of a servant of AUafi as t:beir god. 
They drank deep of misguidance and ignorance and forgetting 
the ex,eeUences of Allah, Uie Suprem~ and His a ttrihutes they 
invented for Him sons and daughters. Had they pondered the 
attributes of Allah, the Supreme, and the exceUences that are 
worth . of Him. tht~i r insight would not _have failed them and 

,ey would not have perished. That is why Alla _, t · e Supre.me: 
has warned us here that to safeguard ourselves against error ., 
r--- ' ' ' . -- ' - ' ' '.!7 

in respect of a tru~concept of I-U.m we must p<>nder His 
excellences and should seek out His a ropriate attributes and 
s ·ould remind ourselves consta.ntly of them, .for they are far 
superior to every material gift and far more helpful than every 
kind of succour. We slioUld reflect particularly over tfi~se_ ,. 
attributes of His.which have been~anifested in His works-#- ,..'(/· 

d H
. /':4-

t at is to say. 1s m1g t~ 1s power~ ... is om1nance an . JS 
'bounteousness. Tn:en be mindful of it and ne .lect it not. Be 
sure t at a rov1 ·ence belongs to Alla. and all Rahmaniyyat 
belongs to Allah and all Rahimiyyat belongs to Allah an:d all 
sovereignty belongs to Allah on the Da).'. of Judgment. Withhold 
not, therefor:e, your obedience from your Sustainer and be of 
toose who submit themselves wholly to the One Lord. This 
verse also connotes that Allah, the Supreme. is far above e¥·ery 
suspicion of weakness or shortcoming, such as the· assumption 
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Allah the Exalted 

How can I hide any longer this storm? 
Instead I had better scatter my dust to the four winds. 

How far removed are we from the mundane world! 
Holy is He \Vho has humbled my opponents. 

187 

{Durr-e-Thamfn] 

Praise and Thanks be to the All-Powerful God 
(Persian poem) 

Praise and thanks be to the Lord God; 
It is because of Hirn that all existence found expression. 

This universe is but a mirror of His countenance; 
Each and every particle leads the way to Him. 

In the mirror of the heavens and the earth, 
His unique face is reflected in all its glory. 

Each blade of grass is aware of His Being; 
E ach branch points the way to Him. 

The light of the sun and the moon is but a reflection of 
His light; 

Every manifestation is subject to His decree. 

Each brain is but a secret among His secrets; 
Each step seeks the portals of His glory. 

Every heart's desire is to reJish the beauty of His 
countenance; 

Even the one that is lost is really in search of His path. 

He created the sun, the moon and the earth; , 
He disp}ayed His creative might in millions of forms. 

All these creations are but a register of His creativity; 
In which are contained an infinite number of mysteries. 

He placed this book of nature before our e.yes; 
To remmd us of the path to righteousness. 
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So that you recognize the God Almighty 
Who bears no resemblance to the world and all who 

dwell in it. 

So that it should be a criterion to judge the revelation 
fron1 the Beloved; 

To enable you to recognize from among thousands, the 
- ones that are from the Friend. 

So that all paths of imposture are blocked; 
So that light and darkness can be told apart. 

Then whatever the Lord God willed came to pass; 
And His handiwork bore witness to His Word. 

Idolaters and all their pretence 
Are pierced by the sharp anows of these witnesses. 

If you call someone else as Gracious God, 
The heaven and the earth will spit in your face. 

If you invent a son for Him Who is Unique, 
All high and low will curse you. 

This world is virtually proclaiming aloud: 
That God is Unique, All-Sustaining, and without 

partner. 

He has nor father nor son nor wife; 
He is Immutable since eternity. 

If the rain of His grace were to slow down for a 
moment, 

All this creation and the universe W'ould come to 
nought. 

Take a close look at the laws of nature, 
~ that you realize the greatness of the Lord of all the 

\\rorlds. ' - !'Qia-uI-l;laqq, Rul}ani Khaza'in~ Vol. 9, pp. 251-252] 
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that writes. We can say that a piece of iron vvhich, having 
been left in the fire, looks like the fire, bun1s and gives 
light, but these are not the qualities of the piece of iron, 
but of the fire. In the san1e way, it is true that all the 
heavenly bodies and earihly elements and every particle 
Of the lower or the higher \vorld which is visible and, 
~ 

which is felt, is, on account of its different qualities, a 
me of God and an attribute of His. It is the Power of 
God which is hidden in them and manifests itself. Tfiey 
were all in the beginning God's words which have been -
1nanifested in different fonns by His Power. 

A foolish one might ask hovv did God's words become 
personified. Was not God diminished by their separation 
from Hi1n? He should consider that the fire a magnifying 
glass obtains from the sun does not diminish the sun in 
any \Vay. In the smne way, the ~fruits by developing under 
the effect of moonlight do not diminish the moon in any 
respect It is a secret of the understanding of God which 
is at the centre of all spiritual matters that the -world was 
created by the words of God. 

[Nasim-e-Da'w·at, Rf1~ani Khaza'in, Vol. 19, pp. 423-424] 

When I observe these reat bodies and reflect upon their 
greatness and wonders and realize that a 1s was cre
ated by God's design and His will, my soul cries oul 
1nvoluntanly: Our Mighty Lord ho-w Great are Thy Povv
ers.-Ho\v \Vonderful and beyond the limit of reason ar; 
Thy V\lorks. Foolish is the one who denies Thy Povvers 
and stupid is the one who asks: From what material did 
1f~e-m-a~k~e-a~l~ltdh7is~?--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

[Nasim-e-Da'wat, Rul}ani Khaza'in, Vol. 19, p. 425, footnote] 

The reality of the Godhead of God Aln1ighty is that 1-Ie is 
a Being \Vho is the source of all grace and that all beings 
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verdict of the Holy Qur'an is that prayer comprises a 
spirituality and that in consequence of prayer a grace 
descends which bestows the fruit of success in diverse 

forms. 
Thus every just person can understand that as despite the 
adn1ission of determination, it is the way of Allah that in 
hundreds of 111atters effo1i and endeavour produce 
results, in the same way, the effort that is put forth in the 
form of prayer is not \vasted. At one place in the Holy 
Qur' an, God Almighty has appointed it as a sign of His 
recognition that He hears the supplication of distressed 
ones, as it is said: 

61 • ( ,; ,,., ,,. • ' 'o ,..,., ' 1-:"' \""'I-':,... ~\ \ p' .. ~ .. . ~ ...... ::..:::.).,~~.~ \ 

As God Ahnighty has appointed the acceptance of prayer 
as a sign of His existence, ho\v can any sensible person 
imagine that prayer does not result in visible signs of 
acceptance and that it is only a formal matter which has 
no spirituality in it? I consider that no one havin true 
faith can be guilty of such disres ect. od the Glorious, 
says t 1at as y t e conten1plation of the creation of 

'heaven and earth, the true God is recognized; in the same 
way, by observing the acceptance of prayer, faith in God 
A in1ghty is create Then if there is no spirituality in 
prayer an no obvious grace truly and in fact descends in 
consequence of prayer, how can prayer be such a means 
of the recognition of God Aln1ighty as are heaven and 
eaii h and heavenly bodies? Indeed the Holy Qur' an 
shows that the best 1neans of the recognition of God is 
prayer and that it is only through prayer that the con1plete 
and perfect understanding of the existence of God and 

61 'Or, Who answers the distressed person when he calls upon 
Him?.'-Al-Naml, 27:63 ·[Publisher) 
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Prayer is a Kind of Death 

There is a proverb in Punjabi: "He who asks dies a death, 
so die and then ask." The meaning is that it is an afflicted 
one who prays and that prayer is a fonn of death. If a 
person drinks a drop of water and claims that his great 
thirst has been slaked, he utters a falsehood. His claim 
would be established if he were to drink a bo\vl full of 
water. When prayer is offered in great tribulation so that 
the soul melts and flows at the threshold of the Divine, 
that is true prayer and it is God's way that when such a 
prayer is offered, He accepts it or responds to it in some 
other manner. 

{Malfftiat, vol. IV, p. 340J 

n orayer, vou should know it for 
certain that your God has the power to do all that He 
w1Hs. Then our prayer will be accepted and you wilf 
behold the wonders o , . "od's power that we ave e e .·, 
Our testimony is based on seeing and is not a mere tale. 
How should the supplication of a person be accepted and 
now should he have the courage to pray at the time 'of 
great difficulties when according to him he is opposed by 
the law of natu~e, unless he believes that God has po'Yer 
over everything? You should not be like that .Your God 
is One Who has suspended numberless stars without any 
support and Who has created heaven and earth froll!. 

n othmg. Then would you think so ill of H.hn as to 
lina:girle that your objective is beyond His power? Such 
thinking will frustrate you. Our God possesses number
Tess wonders, 5ut only those observe them who become 
wholly His with s1ncer1ty and fidelity. He does not 
disclose His wonders to those vvho do not believe in His 
p owers and are not faithful to IIin1. ~ 
=----~~--~~~--~--~~-

[Ka s b ti Niil.i, RiiJ;iani Khaza'in, vol. 19, p.21 J 

.. 
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tion, intellect and faith. 'The clear distinction between the ~ran and other scrip

tures is that no other scripture has dared to put its teachings up against the heavy 

and unrestrained criticism of rationality and reflection. The sly followers of this 

inarticulate Gospel and its supporters know well that the teaching of the Gospel 

cannot withstand the test of reason in the least. And so they have cunningly in

terpolated their teachings to suggest that the Trinity and Atonement are such se~ 

crets that their essence cannot be understood by the human intellect. In contrast 

to this, the teaching of the Holy ~ran states: 

1 -u1 ::J,1~· J1:,-:·.:J1 L:J~11"":J~·'..J r;~11; \ '~1 0,• ~;1~ .,;~!1--~ w1-:'1£.·_g~ 1 1" •.. 4..JJ W....---':;...>:!; ~. "'....:-' -'-;:-':: . ~'-f:r--' !J<.j"='' ; ~JL;t>,J ..!J";-'_, · i;--W>;.U:. 

Meaning, the creation of the heavens and earth, and the alternation of night and 

day, furnish to those who are wise, clear proof of Allah, to whom the religion 

of Islam invites the people. 'This verse explicitly commands the wise to use their 

mind and intellect. 

The God of Islam 

~ht to be ~own that the God of Islam is not an indecipherable being, in 

whom one can believe onlv when one discards one's intellect or for whose exist-, 

~ ence the Book of Nature does not furnish any roof. In fact, the extensive a es of 

~ natures a\v contain signs so abundant that tl1ey clearly demonstrate that Gode;-

ists. Ead1and every creation of this universe is like a symbol and signpost, erected 

--?.-', at the start of a street or alley, in order to provide information about the na.me 

~ OF a certam roa3, locality or city, guiding a person towards God. Moreover, these 
' signposts not only inform us that this Ever-Present Bein exists, but also provide 

evi ence that satisfies the hearts of people. 'The testimonies of heaven and earth 

-:;:::-.:=-./ do not support the existence of some artificial or fictitious God. On the contr~~· 
the God that Islam presents is Living and Self-Sustaining; He is one and without 

partner; He begets not, nor is He begotten . 

....__Hence, Reverend Pfander, who was ·am;;;g tl1e first in India to engage in reli

gious debates and level criticism against Islam, raises the question himself in his 

book lYlizan-ul-Haqq that if there was an island where the doctrine of Trinity had 

not been conveyed, would the inhabitants of such a place be called to account 

on the Day of Judgement in accordance with the doctrine of Trinity? He then 

proceeds to provide an answer himself and states that such people would be ques-

1 Aal-e-Imran, 3: 191-192 

I 
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the true light of salvation because they do not believe in the need for revelation. 

~~e in my statement when I say that those who become the slaves of reason --and claim that revelation is worthless are eople who do not even make use of 

reason itsd . -1ose w 10 make use of their intellect are referred to as 'people of 

~nderstanding' in the Holy ~ran. Then after this, in the same verse, Allah states: 

I 
,,. .. ~ .,,. ' ,,.$ ., ::; .... 

~ ~J;. j 1~~ ~ ~~\;:, ~ -:\ ,.'G ,-: .:,..u1 
,.,y . .../ - .. ,.. t_i....,l_r -~,,,. 

Those who remember Allah while standing, sitting) and lying on their sides. 

In this verse, Allah Almighty has elaborated upon another aspect, namely, that 

the people of understanding and those who possess good sense are ones who re~ 
.... ----- ~ 

member Allah, the Glorious, at all times. Do not entertain the belief that sense 

and wisdom are qualities that one can attain without effort. Not at all. 

True Insight 

In fact, true insight and true wisdom can never be attained until one turns to 

wards Allah the Exalted. 111.is is why it has been stated that one ought to fear the 

insight of a believer, for they see with the light of God. As I have just stated, true 

insight and real wisdom can never be attained without righteousness. 

If you wish to succeed, then utilise your reason, reflect and contemplate. The 

Holy ~ran repeatedly emphasises the importance of reflection and comempla-
1 

tion. Reflect on the H idden Book to which I have just alluded and on the Holy 

uran, and eve op a pious isposition. When your hearts become purified a~ c 

along with this, you make use of sound reason and tread the path of righteous

ness, all this together shall give rise to such a state whereby the following voice 

\Vill resonate from your heart: 

2 
_, ,,,. ,,, !If ,... ,,.. ,,, ,_, 

. 1°11 / \ · , ,,_: _;: , ~ , , _ _, ,, , 1'I" -~ :: i ·: 1 - r-~-
~w1y~~~ -~~~~\A~_) 

Our Lord, Thou hast not cre,,1ted this in vain; lZ<'l); Ho('y art 

Thou; save us, then) fro m the punishment of the Fire. 

At such a time, it will become clear to you that this universe has not been created 
__,, 

U1 vain, but rather provides evidence in support of the existence and reality of 

the True Creator, and brin s to light the diverse forms of knowledge and science, 
..,..... 

which lend support to religion. 

1 Aal-e-Imran, 3: 192 
!la!-e-1mran, 3: 192 
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owe their origin to Hitn. That is why He is entitled to our 
worship and we accept with pleasure that He is entitled 
to possess our bodies and hearts and souls, inas1nuch as 
\Ve were nothing and He brought us into being. Thus, I-le 
Who brought us into being from nothingness is rightfully 
our Master. 

(Sha~na-e-I,faqq, Riif>ani Khaza'in, Vol. 2, pp. 428-429) 

A specialit of God's Povver by virtue of vvhich He is 
.. e God is the Power where y spiri ua an p ys1ca 

·faculties are created. £or instance, in rlis bestowing eye.s 
on animates, His true excellence is not that He made the 
eyes but that in the body ~ 1-Ie had already created . 
hidden powers invested \Vith the capacity of sight. Were 
those powers self~existing, God would be nothing. It 
would amount to giving credit to the wrong person. It is 
false to assert that sight is bestovved by those povvers ori 
their O\vn and that God has nothing to do with it, and that 
rr the particles of the universe had not had those powers: 
G·oa1s Godhead would have been rendered useless. The 
truth is that lle I-Iimself has created all the capacities of 
the souls and of the particles of the universe and He con
tinues to create the1n and fle Himself has put certain 
qualities in then1 and goes on putting thegi. Those very 
qualities vvhen brouaht in juxta osition exhibit their 
wonders. That is why no inventor can equal J 
. """'"""" 
An inventor of the locon1otive, or of the telegraph or of 
photography or of the press or of any other instrument 
would confess that he is not the inventor of powers by 
the use of which he prepares the instrument. All inven
tors 1nake use of existing capacities, as, in making a 
locomotive work, use is made of the power of steam. The 
difference is that God Himself has created these capaci-
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Fourth Preliminary Point 

Reflection uoon all of the creations of AlmiQ:J1t od establishes the 

principle that the wondersand marvels which He has bestowed upon 

' His creations are of two types. Some are those which are easily dis-

cernible. For instance) everyone knows that man has organs, such as"" 

~eyes, two ears, one nose, and two fret. Ihese are facts wFiich are 

-discovered through a cursory glance. The others are those facts which

Ciemand deeper insight-for instance, the structure of an eye, througn 

.....:- which both c es work in unison with each other as one organ and ena

ble one to see everything whether large or sma , an t e structure of 

-ears throu h which they can hear different sounds and differen~ 
Jetween them. These a hich cannot be discovered through 

a cursory glance. Rather, specialists in the physical an 10 ogica 

sCiences have discovered these truths afrer extensive research and deep 

deliberation spanning over a lengthy period of time. And still, there are 

~drcds of other undiscovered subtleties and veri(ies of the human 
........ ~ 

_body which the mind of no scientist and researcher has yet been ablf 

to comprehen<!, 

Undoubtedly, the paramount objective of these subtleties and ver

itie"s is to lead man to acknowledge the perfect powers of the All-Wi~ 
God who possesses absolute wisdom and has"· - uch wonders and 

marvels into the creation of man However, some naive person might 

o6ject here: 'Why has God ma e something-the purpose of which is 

the recognition of God-so subtle and elusive that its understanding 

requires the exercise of reflection and observation over a long period 

of time, and even then, there is no guarantee that man would fathom 

all the secrets of divine wisdom in their entirety; and because ofthis 

very difficulty, man has not yet fathomed even a drop out of the whole 

ocean? All of these wonders and marvels should have been made obvi

ous to fulfil the purpose for which the All-Wise God had invested them 

in the human body.' 
So, the reply to this objection-and others like it that may arise in 
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which is crude, the fineness of that which is fine may become appar

ent. This is because the reality of opposites is known by comparison 

with opposites, and the value and appreciation of the good is knowh 

b~ comparis2_11 with the bad. 

The third wisdom in the differentiation of ranks is the desire to 

~monstrate a wide array of [divine] powers and to draw the attention 

of His crearures to His own greatness. He says: ., ,. . 
~,.., ,,... .,,J,,,,.,fl".,,, .,,,,,, ,.,. ~r:; ...... ' ""~ '--: "" ".P<1 r"" 1 [Part} Number 29-l};bl ~v.JJI->'-'-' ~(.:)_,.:;-.} ';) _o..\J I.A 

Meaning that, what ails you that you do not admit the greatness of 

... God, in spite of the fact that to demonstrate His greatness)·-Ie created 
! ~ 

you with distinct physical features and ~iffering moral characters. l11at 

is, the differentiation of capacities and temperaments was created b" 
the All-Wise so that His greatness and power !nay be recognized, as He 

has said at another place: -
:::~'"' (?'' ' . :.'C '~ ,p; '~- t'"' i,."" ':.'{~; .;-;; "· ->'~ ~- t 1-c ., w . .,.,.... ....... ,...($~P. ~!'-:" P~I"' 

.. " ( ' ~ ',.A ....Ll..U1 • ~ ' \;W ,.:·~ • ~.1.: .• yl,A l·i" 4.:lb . ,'.,<,:> 4.ll J ,,,, •• •-"f.- ·'-',,,..~\;{-- ft""'Q"""/.i' j ,,.- .u v,... ~~ ~ ~,, ~.. v 
'-91· ~ ,.,.,. \N\k V'° ,,,,, :;:! i ;~,,.,,, f'" ?!1 J'.?'' , _,.,,,., ~~ '•'~ '-C ,y, E 

-f..~ ~t.>~ '-? (f .WI 1.:>, ~ ~ l!t. 1...o 4.lli ~ "'~! u ~~ ~ M ' 
_ 

2PartNumber 18 
> 

~ mean~at Allah has created every animal from ~ater.$...;Some of 

them ~e on their bellies, some of them on two feet and others on 

four. Allah creates what He pleases. Allah has the power to do all that 
..__.....--- ' ---- - - . - - - . 

He wills. -......, 

~indication that all these different species have been created --· . ~ by God s? that the diverse powers of the Divine might be d~,!llon-

strated. Thus, the differentiation in the temperaments and natures of 

different creations is due to these three considerations. which Goel nas 

set Out in the verses cited above. }J~ [So ponder]. 

1. Surah Nu);, 7r:r4-r5 [Publisher J 

2. Surah an-Ntu; 24:46 [Publisher] 
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lated, makes a move towards the creation of anything, 
then if that move is on a full scale it occasions a move in 
all creation, but when it is a partial mo e, it occasions a 
move in some sections of the universe. he relationship 
q_f the whole of cr~ation and of all the worlds to God, the 
Lord of Honour and Glory, resembles the relationship 

C""which subsists between the soul and the body. As all the 
Timbs of the body are subject to the designs of the soul 
and they all n1ove 1n the direction in which the soul 
moves, the same relationship subsists between GQd A I-:: 
mighty an ;:J I I. - -··--*r=::'11 -

Although I do not say like the author of Fw;u~ about the 
Ultimate Being that: 

7l~~J"~';/!~ 
yet I do say: 

w-o ~j.a.o~~ ~WI I~ .16i:·~~J c:~'JI ~ 
Lo~ J ~ ~.rH. ~I u..il..hJI c:Lo J ,r:Jlj-i 
~I uJ?t11>.! .JA ~LS: 6~l.i u~ t} ~ ~.>-: .,, 

n.JA '11 )JA "1JL.f;\~9l~J- ~J-:- ; II J ~I J 

The All-Wise has disclosed this mystery to me that the 
whole of this universe including all its sections is de
signed to carry out whatever is intended b~ the Caus~ of 
causes and is like the limbs which do not operate on their 
own, but are supplied with power all the time by 'the 

71 He created things and that He is those very things. [Publisher] 
72 He created all things and He is like those very things. This uni
verse is like a great hall paved smooth with slabs of glass. A Great 
Power flows underneath it and does whatever It wills. In the eyes of 
the short-sighted, everything appears as if it existed by itself. They 
imagine that the sun, the moon, and the stars exist on their own, but 
all existence belongs to Him. [Publisher] 
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Great Soul as all the faculties of the body operate under 
the direction of the soul. This universe is a substitute for 
limbs for that Great Bei.ng. There are some things in it 
which are as the light of His countenance, which serve as 
light overtly or covertly according to His will. Some are 
like His hands, some are like His wings and some are 
like His breath. In short, this universe collectively is like 
a body for God Almighty and all the glory and the life of 
this body is derivect"from that Great Soul, Who is its Sus
tainer. Whatever movement is willed by that Sustainer, 
tfie same appears 1n all or some of the limbs of that body 
as may be desired by that All-Sustaining Being. 

To illustrate this, we can imagine that the Sustainer of the 
universe is the Great Being, Who has numberless hands 
and feet and numberless other limbs possessing unlimited 
length and breadth and like an octopus this Great Being 
has tentacles which spread out to all comers of the living 
world and draw everything to themselves. These limbs 
are called the universe. When the Sustainer of the uni
verse makes a move, full or partial, it necessarily creates 
movement in His limbs and He manifests His designs 
through these limbs and not in any other way. This is an 
easily understood illustration of the spiritual reality that 
every section of creation is subject to the designs of God 
Almighty and discloses His hidden designs in its counte
nance and carries them out with the utmost degree of 
obedience. This obedience is not at all based on govern
ance and coercion. Everything is drawn towards God 
Almighty as if by a 1nagnetic power and every particle is 
naturally inclined towards Him as the different limbs of a 
body are inclined towards that body. Thus, it is quite true 
that the whole of this universe is like the limbs of that 
Great Being and that is why He is called Sustainer of the 
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universe. As the soul is the sustainer of the body, He is 
the Sustainer of the whole of creation. Had that not been 
so the whole system would have run out of order. -

Everything willed by that Sustainer whether overt or cov
ert, whether related to the faith or to the world, is 
manifested through the creation and none of His designs 
is manifested on earth except through that means. This is 
the et~al 1 w of nature which is in operation since the 
beginning. 

[Tauc;lil}-e-Maram, Riil}ani Khaza'in, Vol. 3, pp. 88-91] 

It cannot be gainsaid that whatever qualities are found 
physically and mortally in heavenly bodies and elements 
are spiritually and eternally present in God Almighty. It 
has been disclosed to us that the sun and the moon etc. 
are nothing in their own selves. It is the Supreme Power 
which is operating behind the scenes. It is He Who, using 
the moon as a cover for His Being, bestows light upon 
dark nights, just as entering dark hearts He illumines 
them and Himself speaks inside a person. It is He Who, 
covering up His Powers with the sun, makes the day a 
manifestation of a grand light and manifests His works in 
different seasons. It is His Power that comes down from 
the sky and is called rain which turns the dry earth into 
greenery and satisfies the thirst of the thirsty. It is His 
Power that burns in the shape of fire, refreshes the breath 
in the shape of air, causes the flowers to bloom, raises the 
clouds and conveys sound to the ears. It is His Power that 
appears in the shape of the earth and carries on its back 
the different species like man and animals. But are these 

things God? No, they are His creation. God's Power 
moves as the hand moves the pen. We can say that the 
pen writes, but it is not the pen that writes, it is the hand 



14 Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad 
~~~~~--~~~~-~~~~~ 

Editors Note: I would like to say, however, that on another occasion, the 
Promised Messiahas has also said that a person who burdens themselves and 

fasts while they are on a journey, as if, seeks to please God by force and not 

through obedience to His command. This is wrong. True faith lies in doing 

what God commands and refainingfrom whatever He so commands. 1 

27 January 1899 

After the morning prayer, we were given orders to depart. When the Promised 

Messiahas passed by the factory in Dhariwal, he said: "It would be good to see this 

factory sometime. It is beneficial to see new things." 

One person said: "Your Holiness, I saw this factory once and I was filled with 

an inexplicable fervour on witnessing the power of God Almighty. I remained 

restless until I was able to offer four rakats of Prayer.'~ Promised Messiahas

said: "The fact of the matter is that all things show a manifestation of Allah 
~ ---- -----Almighty. Just observe how many strengths an insect possesses. And then Allah 

the Exalted is He in Whose hand is every power and strengtlt5 

~~the tent of the Promised Messiahas had been ere"frir near a stream, the 

Promised Messiahas looked at the stream and at the surrounding trees and said: 

"This is a very good spot."2 

26 February 1899 

Praise for a Lecture ofHazrat Maulvi Abdul-Karim Sahibra 

The Promised Messiah as read a lecture ofHazrat MaulanaAbdul-Karim Sahibra of 

Sialkot entitled, 'What Reform and Revival was Brought About by Hazrat Mirza 

Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian?' and on 26 February 1899, he addressed the congre

gation in Mubarak Mosque saying: "It is my desire that all of my friends should 

read this, because it contains many subtle points of wisdom. This also shows the 

powerful oratory skills with which a certain man from among us is blessed. It 

is precisely on this pattern that members of our community ought to strive to 

become speakers."3 

1 Al-Hakam, vol. 3, no. 4, dated 31January1899, pp. 6-7 
2 Al-Hakam, vol. 3, no. 4, dated 31 January 1899, p. 8 

Al-Hakam, vol. 10, no. 35, dated 10 October 1906, p. 7 
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but sooner or later, these stories were forgotten as unlikely tales. 

The Teaching of the ~n is Attested by the Law of Nature 

Allah the Exalted states: 

1 0~;~ J;;~jl -J1~ t o2~ u_;_~ ~,-' :;J 0ifa~1 
,. ,s ,.. l,!)~~ ,,, 

1~at this is indeed a n.!ble Q_uran, In a well-preserved Book, 

JVhich none thtijl touch except those who are purifi,ed. 

63 

'!!1is means th~he.:vhole of the Quran is preserved in the resolute ches~ 

law of natu~ \'fhat is implied by the fact that this Holy ~·an is preserved in ":?' 

- .. . r 
~idden B~ This means that it is not only confined to paper, rath:r it is 

safeguarded iE..J Hidden Book, knmvn as the Book of Nature. In other words, 

the entire teaching of the Qttran is attested by every strand and fragment~ 

law of nature. Its teachings and its blessings are not tales and stories that may be 

forgott~ 

The Need for Revelation 

Since every individual does not have the capability to reach the heights of cer

tainty through mere reason alone, it is for this reason that we require revelation, 

which guides our reason through darkness in the likeness of a brilliant lamp. It is 

for this reason that even the greatest of philosophers ·were unable to find the true 

God depending on reason alone. As such, even a philosopher the likes of Aristotle 

said in the last moments of his life that he was afraid. He asked for a rooster to be 

sacrificed for a certain idol. What greater example can there be? The philosophy 

of Aristotle, and his intelligence and wisdom could not afford him the peace and 

tranquillity that believers enjoy. ear well in mind that revelation is exnemel 

essential in attaining heartfelt peace and steadfastness. What I mean to say is that 
,.--- . 
first and foremost, make use of our intellect and bear in mind that a person who 

employs their reason shall definitely come to c o t e God of Islam. For His_ ----- - - , 
name is written in bright letters on eaCh and every leaf of every tree, and across 

the heavenly bodies. However, do not become a follower of reason alone so that 
,.-- r'< i ::::>-

the worth of divine revelation is lost to you For without it, neither can true satis-

faction be attained, nor lofi:y morals. The Brahamos too cannot attain peace and 

al-VVaqi'ah, 56:78-80 
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Reckoning. Thus, the perfect certainty that a seeker after truth looks for 

in the earth and in the heavens-and does not find there-is achieved 

"fiere [in the aivinely revealed book]. Hence, to convince an atheist of 

the existence of God, the best remedy is provided by a matchless book 

and not the observation of the earth and the heavens. 

It should be borne in mind that a person who rehes exclusively on 

rational argumentation has a vein of atheism in him. 1he same vein 

becomes bloated and prominent in an atheist, while it remains hidden 

among the rest. 1his vein can be severed only by such a revealed book 

as is truly beyond the capacity of man to produce. For, as I have already 

mentioned above, people have always arrived at different conclusions 

"from [the study of) the heavens and th e earth. Some have understo<?,d 

it in one way and others in another. Such difference, however, cannot 
--- .... 

a rise with regard to a matchless book. No one, not even an atheist, can 

suggest that a matchless word has no speaker and has existed by itsel( 
,; 

since time immemorial, like the earth and-the heavens [as he believes 

them to be eternal]. An atheist will debate about a matchless book only 

tor as long as he denies its being matchless. As soon as he admits th~t, 
in fact, wntmg such a book is beyond human powers, a seed of belief in 
... t 

the existence of God will be planted in his heart. This is because, in this 

context, there is no room to imagine that the existence of the speaker is 

hypothetical and not real, since a word cannot exist on its own witl;out 

a speaker. 

1Y1oreover, another excellence of the matchless Book is that it giv~s 

within it-in factual terms-whatever knowledge of the origin of the 

universe and the Hereafter is needed for the complete development ?f 
the self. This characteristic is absent in the heavens and the earth because, 

hrst of all, one cannot discover the secrets of reli ion at all from their 

stuc y alone; an t e little that may be discovered is quite dubious, 

and reminds us of the proverbial mother who alone could understand 

the sign language of her dumb. child. ::-11 this goes ro illustrate that the , 

unigueness of the Divine Word is essential not only for the compreheI?

sion of the system of the laws of nature, but also because without it, the 
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very concept of salvation remains incomplete. For, if one does not have 

perfect certainty regarding God, the question of salvation does not even 

arise. Those who do not believe that the Word of God must be · eerless, 

thin ill o t e A -Wise, [and imagine out of sheer ignorance, that 

~lthough He revealed His Books, they have served no purpose and tl1at 

H e did nothing to help mankind reach perfection in faith. Alas, the7~do 
not reHect that God's laws of nature are so encompassing that He has 

granted uniqueness even to insects that seem to serve no grand puriose. 

So would not the wisdom of God be open to the criticism that He h;,ld 

back at die most important stage of His creation, putting the wh::_le""ark 

of mankind in danger of capsizing, and leading people to think that He 
had no interest whatsoever in granting salvation to anyone. 

- Considering that it is a great blasphemy to think about God, in 

thii\:vay, the opposite, which befits God's glory and conforms to man's 

needs, must be accepted as true; namely, that in order to grant salvation 

and complete cognition to mankind, God must have revealed a book 
• wnich, being peerless, would Iea<l-to perfectwgnition-somerhing 

that reason alone cannot do. So let it be known that this Book i~ the 

Noble ~an, which not only claims such absolute erfection, but aiso 

proves it to [one's J satisfaction. 

- If · l;: .. P" ' 

~ Lt:- (,:)v )1 ..::,,.,;:-1. c- i:J) J ( _,I) 1 t:J\F; ~ .. . 
1he Furqan [Ho61 Quran J is the sun of knowledge and faith, 

So that it may save you fi·om going astraJ' and may lead you to 

certainty. 

) ,_11 .., 
(;I ff \,)" '•·-:·") 

~I J 1_;; JI ~G·) 1!.(' ' 
.:,,; ;;:,; C" LY 

The Furqan is a strong rope ef Allah, 

So that it may pull you to the Lord of all the worlds. 

~ o-:J fcf ,J ;;;;.;,MJ r I.Ji jf JJJ 

Allah has made the Furqdn shine like a bright day, 

So that it may bestow upon you spiritual light. 

)JJ 
. 

l,;)G°) 

~ 

~ 
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and sound, affirms that it is necessary that God is One and without asso

ciate in His being, attributes and works, and that it is impossible that any 

of His creatures should be partners with Him in any ofHis creations, 

words or actions. ~Il1e proof is as follows: If such a partnership were per

missible with respect to any of His creations, words1 or actions, then it 

would be permissible in all His attributes and actions. And if it were 

permissible with respect to all [of His] attributes and actions, then it 

would also be permissible that another god should come into existence, 

because that which possesses all attributes of God would be God and 

that which possesses some of the attributes of the Divine would still be 

a partner of the 1\liost Exalted 1\lfaker with respect to those attributes. 

However, to be a partner of the Maker is, according to reason, obviously 

impossible. Hence, this argument proves that it is necessary for God to 

be One without associate in all His attributes, words, and actions, and for 

His being to be free from all those ignoble qualities which tend to create 

th~ility of a partnership with Him. 

Th;Jecond proof for this claim comes from perfect inductive re<!-_,,. 
soning, and it stands substantiated when ·we reflect over all the things ? that have been created by Allah. \Vhen we minutely observe each and 

every part of the universe, which has come into existence through fhe 

perfect Omnipotence of God and observe its every detail-from the 

lohiest to the smallest and even the most insignificant like a housedy, * mosquito, spider, etc.-we find that none of d~em are such as woul: l be 

in man's power to create. Rather, as we continue to reflect upon their -7 ~cture and design, we find in t~em wonderful workings of the h;~d 
of providence \vhich serve as irrefutable proof and clear arguments tor 

the existence of the Creator of the univ;:;e.1 

1. Please see Footnote Number Eleven on pages 37-193. In the original Urdu 
edition of Bardhin-e-AIJmadiyya, the Promised Messiah•s presented this 

footnote along with the main text. For the ease of English readers, I:Ia<}.rat 

Khalifatul-Mas:ib V"ha decided that it should be presented as its own section 
after the main text. [Publisher] 
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Word of God. It is amazing how mere vermin have caught your fancy, 

and captivated your hearts, so much so that the \\ford of God is not 

cot~de~ed equal even to them. 
Io-norant people! If God's \\ford is not matchless, then who told 

you that i1~sects and trees and leaves arc matchless. D o you not at all 

reflect that if the Word of God is no match even for mere insects, 

this would raise doubts about the very wisdom of God, who '\voufd .. 
stana accused of granting supremacy to an inferior thing over a su e

rior one, an o vestmg t e in erior with such signs regarding His mvn 

existence as He did not grant to the superior. 

7 ul} -"~ l,,1!ri ( L.l-'J-'1-"~7) 7uL-v- fi~l:7 j}LJT} cr> _,Jv. 
The grace and beauty of the QJ.mm is the light and lift of every 

Afuslirn; 

7he moon is the belo·ved of others-our beloved is the Q?,ran. 

/, , / ,.,, (' , (' ,,., r. I • .. ,.;' ,_J ( l!~ 
7 JL? j ....J ~(ii c: .n,.; / x ~ l.d"..J) )\~~ jJ G · v .. ' u :.Jl.C 
I searched everywhere; its peer could not be joundj 

Wh_y) afler all, should it not he unique; it is the Holy Word of the 

Gracious Lord. 

4--v~Jf vJl,.;4--~ ~J}~J,.; ~.,:.,,JV fi s :.JI .;...-1,;.r. ..... L)IJJ~ A(. 
" • • for 

Every word in it is a living and everlasting spring; 

No orchard has such quality, nor is there a garden like it. 

• • • J r . Ji .f · · _, r / 7ue> ~J ./ 3f-L}LiL}} I ) Ji iJ.f Jr J_,i ~ l)IJ~ ...,) ~ (1' 
lhe 1-!oly vVord of the Gracious God has no equal; 

Be it a pearl from Oman or a ruby from Badakhshan.1 

L Badakhshan refers to the historic region lying around the borders of the pres
ent-day Tajikistan and Afghanistan. 1his area is known for the excellent qual
ity and brightness of its rubies. [Publisher J 
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other. TI1ese dealings give rise to issues of treatment, compensation, and 

neglect of duty, which characterize a preoccupation with worldly affairs. 

1his demands a system of law that keeps them from wrongdoing, trans

gression, rancour, disorder, and neglect of God, so that the order df the 

universe should not be upset. Ihe entire functioning of society and gv
ilization depends upon justice and the recognition of God. And justice 

• 
and godlinesscan be achieved only through a law that lays down the 

-principles of justice and verities regarding divine cognizance with com

plete accuracy; and such a law has to be free from any kind of injustice 

or defect, whether intended or unintended. A law of this nature can be 

promulgated only by the being who is altogether free from forgetfulnes .. s, 
- - -- - --------

error, wrongdoing, and transgression, and who is worthy of obedience 

and respect by virtue of His status. This is so because although a law may 

be good, if the promulgator of the law is not one who, by h is rank, pos-

-sesses superiority and the right to rule over all, and if he is not free f~m 
tyranny, vice, error and mistake in the eyes of the peopfe, then the law 

will either not come into operation, or if it does come into operation for 

a few days, it would soon thereafter give rise to all kinds of disorder, and 

would result in harm rather than good. All these reasons call for a dixine 

book because all good qualities, and every kind of excellence, arc to 9e 

found only in a book of God-nothing clse. 
1

' 

::;;_ -

The second wisdom underlying this differentiation of ranks is to 

demonstrate the excellence of good and righteous people-for a good 

quality is known only by contrast. As it is stated: 

i - - ~,...,, "; /!S/ ,;_,_,,.., ~.;>""""" r ":.,"~ : ...... , ~ ,. .,. ...t ..... r,.... i.:.t;_r' 
Part Numha 15"-~i.;,.-....>l ~I ~;Q.J~~jl;~J')ll~\Ar. • vl 

That is to say, \'Ve have made everything upon the earth a source of orna

ment for it, so that those people who are righteous may be observed in 

comparison with the wicked, and so that by the observation of that 

l. Surah al-Ka-hf, 18:8 [Publisher] 
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arises as to how and through which sure, perfect and easy means 

can we arrive at such beliefs and discover arguments that will lead 

us to absolute certainty? In answer, I would like to submit that the 

certain, perfect and easy means of finding the true principles [of 

salvation] and their supporting arguments with absolute certainty 

which involves no toil or labour, nor admits of error, doubt, misgiv

ingoruncertainty, is the Holy~an. There is noother bookandno 

other means through which we can achieve this great objective.* 

* (jhe statement that the Holy ~ran is the surest, easiest and most 
--r perfect means of recognizing the true beliefs will be established with 
~ conclusive evidence in due course, and the principles held by the fol
; lowers of other Books will also be shown to be false and misconceived. 

~ But I would like to address the Brahmii. Samajists here, who do not 
~ believe in any Revealed Book and consider their own reason sufficient 
6 for ascertaining the truth. They may ask why reason should not be held 
~ as the only sure and straightforward means for arriving at the truth. 
g Although !will deal with this misconception at greater length under 
~ the discussion of divine revelation, I find it necessary to dispel this 

misconception from the very start. 

~ 

It is true that God has endowed man with the faculty of reason, 

which, like a lamp, shows him the tight path and dispels his doubts 

and misconceptions. It is an extremely useful and essential faculty and 
a great blessing. Nonetheless, it has one major flaw: it cannot, on its 
own, take us to the level of absolute certainty with respect to the true 

?> 

nature of things, for absolute certainty consists in knowing things as 
they actually are. The best that reason can do is to postulate the need 
for something to exist, but it cannot go further and confirm that it 

does indeed exist. Perfect certainty, whereby we rise from the level of 
'should be' to that of 'is' is only achieved when reason finds an ally 
that is capable of confirming its speculative reasoning and bringing it 
into the realm of perceptible facts; and where reason says, 'it should 
be,' this ally is able to confirm, 'it is.' As I have already pointed out, 

reason can only establish the need or requirement for something, and 

not its actual existence, which are two separate things. Anyhow, reason 
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Gentlemen! I have learned with complete certainty-and 

anyone of you who ponders what I have pondered upon will also 
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requires an ally to make up for its imperfect and hypothetical claim 
of 'should be' with the confirmatory 'is' by revealing things as they 
actually are. Hence, the Ever-Merciful and Noble God, who desires to 
lead man to the level of absolute certainty, has fulfilled this need by 
providing human reason with many allies. He has opened the path to 
certainty so that man may not be deprived of his most cherished goal 
of bliss and salvation, which is only possible through perfect convic
tion, and so that he may quickly cross the perilous bridge of 'should 
be'-which his reason has built on the dangerous river of doubt and 
conjecture-and reach the impregnable castle of 'is' where he finds 
peace and security. 

Reason can have different allies from occasion to occasion, but 
they are no more than three as far as the limitations of reason allow. 
To illustrate: 

If the testimony of reason relates to perceptible objects that can be 
seen, heard, smetloo or touched, the ally that helps it to reach the stage 
of certainty is called observation or experience. If the testimony of re~

son relates to events that happen or have happened in various ages and 
places, it finds another al. ly in the form of historical books, writings, 

- - ---- ------ -- --· 
letters and other records, which, like observation, bring clarity to the 
hazy light of reason, such that only a fool or madman will doubt them. 
1£ the testimony of reason relates to metaphysical phenomena, which 
:Ye can not see with our eyes, hear with our ears, touch with our hand s, 
or substantiate through historical records, then a third ally com~s to 
the aid of reason. This is known as divine revelation. 

'.,!?e law of nature demands that just as reason found allies in the 
first two instances, it should also find an ally in the third instance_;..for 
there is no contradiction in the laws of nature. If God did not desire 
reason to remain unassisted in knowledge of the sciences and arts
errors and lapses in respect of which are not of much consequei e
it would be wrong to assume that He has forsaken man in matters of 
divine knowledge-which is essential for attaining eternal salvation, 

~nd ignorance of which could lead one to hell. It is unfair to think that 

God has limited the knowledge of the hereafter to notions based o 
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fully realize-that all the teachings in which a seeker after bliss 

must have complete faith, and on which our salvation and eternal 

~ 
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!Ilere conjecture and has not provided any means to verify it, so .as to 
bring certainty to the heart and to confirm that the means for salvation 
suggested by reason are indeed true and not merely hypothetical. 

Having established that in theological matters absolute certai!,JtY 
is only to be attained through revelation, and that man requires oer
fect certainty for salvation and tile preservat10n of his faith, it becomes 
obvious that he stands m dire need of divine revelation. ' 

Here it should also be borne in mind that all divine revelations 
were meant to bestow certainty on man, but the certainty for which 
the Holy ~ran has laid the foundations surpasses all past revela
tions. To elaborate, all divine revelations prior to the Holy ~ran, 

being mostly in the form of narratives, only served as testimony to 
certain events. This is why they became corrupted in the end and self
ish and egot istiZal people interpreted them to suit their own purposes. 
The Holy ~ran, however, took upon itself to substantiate its tea~h
ings with rational proofs and thus saved man from countless hazards. 
Firstly, it acted as a true messen er, im artin knowledge of the div,ine 
realm; secon ly, it substantiated its teachings with the aid of reason. 

Anyone who studies the Holy uran will find that, from beginning 
to end, it prov1 es two in s of testimonies-the testimony of reason 
and the testimony of revelation. In the Holy Quran these two are like 
two great streams running in parallel and influencing each other cO'n
tinuously. The stream of reason shows that something 'should be', and 
the stream of divine testimony assures us, like a wise and righteoµs 
i!}formant, that 'it is: 'Ibe advantage of this ~ranic ,approach is obvi

ous, for in reading the Holy ~ran a seeker finds rational evidence for 
fts teachings-evidence the like of which cannot be found in any work' 
of pffiiosophy. Tiiis claim shall also be established in Chapter I of this 
book. What is more, he who reads the uran reaches the highest l~vel 
of certainty t rough the testimony of divine revelation and finds in an 

instant all tfi.at others could not find in a lifetime of effort and delib

eration. And so we can conclude that the Holy g_uran alone is the sur
est, easiest and most perfect means for recognizing the true principles 
and beliefs upon which our salvation depends.-Author 
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Reckoninglij;s, the perfect certain ry that a seeker afi:er truth looks £?r 

in the earth and in the heavens-and does not find there-is achieved 

here [in the divinely revealed book]. Hence, to convince an atheist of 
the existence of God, the best remedy is provided by a matchless book 

and not the observation of the earth and the heavens . . 
- Ir should be borne in mind that a person who relies exclusively on 

rational argumentation has a vein of atheism in him. The same vein 

becomes bloated and prominent in an atheist, while it remains hidden 

among the rest. This vein can be severed only by such a revealed book 

as is truly beyond the capacity of man to produce. For, as I have already 

mentioned above, people have always arrived at ditlcrcnt conclusions 

f rom [the study of] the heavens and the earth. Some have understood 

ii: in one way and others in another. Such difference, however, cann~t 
~rise with regard to a matchless book. No one, not even an atheist, can 

suggest that a matchless word has no speaker and has existed by itself 

since time immemorial, like the earth and the heavens [as he believes 

t hem to be eternal J. An atheist will debate about a matchless book oniy 

for as long as he denies its being matchless. As soon as he admits that, 

in fact, writing such a book is beyond human pmvers, a seed ofbeli.sf in 

cl1e existence of God will be planted in his heart. 1his is because, in this 

~on text, there is no room to imagine that the existence of the speak5r is 

hypothetical and not real, since a word cannot exist on its own without 

aso~ · 
;::;ver, another excellence of the matchless Book is that it gives 
~ 

within it-in fa.ctual terms-whatever knowledge of the origin of t~c 

universe and the Hereafter is needed for the complete development of 

the se1£ 1l1is characteristic is absent in the heavens and the earth because, 

first of all, one cannot discover the secrets of religion at all from their 

study alone; and the little that may be discovered is quite dubiou's, 

and re1ninds us of the proverbial mother who alone could understand 

the sign language of her dumb child. All this goes to illustrate that the 

uniqueness of the Divine Word is essential not only for the comprch~n

sion of the system of the laws of nature, but also because without it, the_. .. 
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very concept of salvation remains incomplete. For, if one does not have 

perfect certainty regarding God, the question of salvation does not even 

arise. 111ose who do not believe that the \Vo rd of God must be peerless, 

think ill of the All-\Vise, [and imagine J out of sheer ignorance, that 

although He revealed His Books, they have served no purpose and that 

He did nothing to help mankind reach perkction in faith. Alas, they do 
not reflect that God's laws of nature are so encompassing that He has 

granted uniqueness even to insects that seem to serve no grand purpose. 

So would not the wisdom of God be open to the criticism that He h~ld 
back at the most important stage of.His creation, putting the whole ark 

of mankind in danger of capsizing, and leading people to think that He 

had no interest whatsoever in granting salvation to anyone. 

Considering that it is a great blasphemy to think about God in 

this way, the opposite, which befits God's glory and conforms to man's 

needs, must be accepted as true; namely, that in order to grant salvation. -and complete cognition to mankind, God must have revealed a book 

which, being peerless, would lead to perfect co ·nition-something 

t at reason a one cannot o. So let it be known that this Book is the 

Noble ~ran, which not only claims such absolute perfection, but also 
proves it to [one's] satisfaction. 

~ 

.. ,f J.y .. ,,, • 
~ LY. 0l/ jI ..:;_,.t/. r d) J r .._,(} 1 L:Jlr; ~ 

.. 1 • 

The Furqdn [Holy Quran} is the sun qfknowledge and faith) 

._)'o that it may save you from going l1Stray and may lead you to 

certa .. inty. 

. J 

~~I ..;;:_,) . 
_, , 
,;_y Lr" 1-

..:.;.; .£) " ~I if. I~ jl dlF) ~ 

'Ihe Furqdn is a strong rope ofAllah 

So that it ma} pull you to the Lord of.1ll the worlds. 

~ 'i JJ ..;;,Pi) r I_,~ )I ef JJ )JJ ~(;) ~ ~fa) .. 
Allah hds made the Furqdn shine like a bright day, 

So that it may bestow upon you spiritual light. 
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Go and make a just estimate of Him and stop arguing and being 

stubborn, 

For the views you express will c,,1useyou only trouble. 

59 

~sitively and cate orically say that to follow reason sole! , without 

t c aid of revelation, leads not to one but a host of difficulties, as I shall 

(God-willing) elaborate at the appropriate place. 

~/ 

~/ 

~ 

~ 

- The Benevolent God, having made evervthing in pairs, has also -paired reason with revelation. TI1e law ordained by the All-Wise is 

such that as long as something remains separate from its pair, its poten

tial remains hidden and very often it even proves harmful rather tha~ 

yielding benefit. The same is true of reason. It serves theology in a pos

itive way only if it is linked with its pair-that is, revelation. Withou; 

its pair, it is like a monster ready to swallow an entire household and 

desires to completely devastate a city and lay it to waste. But when it 

joins its pair, 1o and behold, it assumes the most beautiful form and 

aspect, bringing tortune to the household it enters and removing all 

woes from those it touches. 

Think f()r yourself; Can anything serve any purpose without its 

pair? TI1cn why do you go about parading your reason alone, which 

__ has so often been put to shame on account of its false conclusions. H~s 

it not fallen heaalong repeatedly and suffered massive bruises. Tell me, 

;hat has enchanted your heart. How could you have become inf;u-. 
ated Wi.rh this fairy. Do you not know thatTt has sucked llie blood of 

countless persons before you, pushed its victims into the bottomless 

pit of misguidance and killed them. It has devoured many a 'lover' li_!e 

you and disposed of many a corpse. \X!hat religious truths have you dis

covered through reason alone that are not already written in the Holy 

~an. I do not ask for many examples, just cite a few. Had ou discov

ered such sublime trut s so e y with t le ai o reason, which were not. 

to be found in the Holy ~ran, you would have had the right to bo .. ast 
in your circles that you were such people who had discovered truths 
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that were absent in revealed books. Pitifully, however, your treatises are 

__._')absolutely worthless, with the exception of a few matters that you have 

--/ plagiarized from the Holy ~ran. Instead of proving your wisdom, 

they only expose your ignorance, error, and lack of understanding,' as I 

shall, God-willing, clearly elaborate in this book. Such being the meas

-~ ure of your merit and ability, you are truly unfortunate to deny divine 
---- p revelation, to take upon yourself the role of God, and ro think that the 

~ 

~ 

revered and holy Prophets had ulterior motives in making their claims. - ........ 
Do not be misled by the fact that reason is beneficial, as all our 

research is indeed based on reason. No doubt it is an excellent tool, 

but its true essence is revealed only when it is coupled with its Eair. 

Otherwise, it is worse than enemies in deceiving you, and more treach

erous than hypocrites. \\!hat a pity that even the mention of its pair 

irritates you. 

Friends! You must realize that nothing works without its pair. It 

is wonderful how God has created everything in pairs. All around us, 

we see that everything functions in pairs; ·we see with our eyes, bur we 

also need the sun; we hear with our ears, but we also require air. When 

tfie sun sets, we are virtually blmd; when we shut our ears to the ; ir, 

we become deaf. How can a woman conceive without having relations 

with her husband; how can a garden that is not touched by water bear 

fruit. None of this is beyond your understanding. It is the same law of 

nature that you claim to follow. So now live up to your claims lest they 

sound like mere rhes • 

l..i.7 l:)}\; )Gr ~ 
Every eye needs light to see, .. 

1his is the law of God. 

J.:1 2 ' 
IJ r . fi Ji, L..Jf I 

~~~ 

.,., ;:.> ..,,;.> ( ( . • 
.,1.) I ;:_,t_...; .::.,.._-: v .. -: . .:_ .kJ _,.) l)lt' ;? L l;>: - - . .... . - (Y 
TVhen was it possible.for a healthy eye to see without the sun? 

When did God make such an qe? 
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That is, the ears, the eyes, the heart, and all other organs and faculties 
~ . 
possessed by man shall be called to account whether they were used 

improperly; he will be questioned for every shortfall or excess or for 

taking an extreme course. Just look at hmv expressly and emphatically 
the \X'ord of God has directed that all human organs and faculties be 

employed on the path of goodness and virtue, and the complete and 

elaborate exposition it gives for the right and balanced functioning of 

all faculties, so that no ambiguity or confusion is lefi:. Can these expo;;i

tions and explanations be ascertained by reading any page of the b~ok 

of nature. Certainly not. Then, think f()[ yourself~ which is the open 

book--this one or that one. And which of them prescribes the limits 

and the proper use of natural inclinations. 

Gentlemen!! Had gestures alone been sufficient ·why should man 

have been invested with a tongue. How can He who bestowed the 

t ongue upon you not possess the power of speech Himself, and ho~ 
can He who has taught you to speak be inca able of speaking Himself. 

·sit proper to say of Him who manifested His Omnipotence by ci:,eat

ing the whole universe without the aid of any matter, and without the 

need of builders, labourers or carpenters, but only through His will, 

that He does not possess the power of speech, or that He has the power 

but, out of miserliness, He has deprived man of the grace of His word. 

Is it right to think of the Omnipotent God as possessing lesser 

powers than animals, the humblest of which, with its sound, is capa

ble of making its presence known to another animal with certainty. 

Even a housefly can info rm other Hies of its coming by its buzzing. B~t 
according to you-God forbid-the Omnipotent God does not ev~n 
possess th e ability equal to a housefly. As you say clearly that He has 

never opened His mouth and has never possessed the faculty of speech, 

you might as well say that He is imperfect and defective in that His 

l. S14sah Banl Isrd'll, 17:37 [Publisher] 
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other attributes are known but His attribute of speech has never been 

discovered. How can you say with regard to Him that He has bestowed 

upon ou an o · en book in which He has clearly declared what is inl--Iis 

mind. Indeed your view of Him can e summed up y saying that od 

Almighty was unable to furnish any guidance, so you recognized Him 

through your own ability and intelligence. ' 

Besides this, the revealed teaching can be generally descri~ed as 

open in the sense that it casts its influence on the hearts of all. Every 

kind of temperament and varying types of dispositions benefit from it 

and every type of seeker receives help from it. That is the reason why 

many people have been, and continue to be, guided through divine 

revelation, and very few, indeed almost none, through rational argu::' 

ments alone. 

Even reason affirms that such should be the case because it is q1:_ite 

obvious that when a person, who has an established reputation of being 

a righteous informant, describes his experience, inquiry, and observa

tion of matters relating to life after death and also explains the rational 

arguments to support them, he has a twofold advantage at his disposal. 

First, it is believed concerning him that he has observed the matter 

which he speaks of and has seen the truth with his own eyes; and sec

ondly, he manifests the light of truth with clear arguments. 

- The combination of these two types of proof creates a strong attrac

tion in his preaching and advice, which pulls even the hardest of hearts 

and influences every type of soul. For his exposition is empowered by 

different types of illustration and no particular standard of ability is 

needed to understand it; rather, every type of person, whether of l~w 
sank or high, whether intelligent or unintelligent, can understand it, 

with the exception of those who are entirely bereft of reason. He can 

instantly satisfy every type of person according to the temperament 

cl each and at the level of his capacity. His speech has great power to 

pull the thoughts of people towards God, to make them discard the 
love of the world, and to impress upon their hearts a concept of the 

Hereafter. It is not confined to the narrow and dark concept to which 
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the discourses of the followers of reason are confined. Because of this, 

its effect is widespread and its benefit is complete. Every vessel [of the 

capacity of man] is filled vVith it according to its capacity. 

This is indicated by Allah the Almighty in His Holy Word: 

~....- //' (fP. -' .,,,.,. , ~f ...... ~ """'""" ,_...,...../ ,.,, ,,;./~,,,,, 
1Part Nuniber 13-~~i,,~ ~:,,! ..:J\.J~~~~l~Jj.if 

God sends down water (His Word) from heaven and every valley begins 
·to flow w.ith the water of the Divine Word according to its measure: 

That is to say, everyone benefits from it according to his temperament'; 

ideas, and abilities. Those with exalted natures benefit from rhe myster

ies of wisdom and those who are even higher find an amazing light that 

is beyond the reach of pen or oration. Those who are lower, obserVing 

.. the greatness and personal perfection of the righteous informer, believe 

.. sincerely in what he says so that they also arrive at the shore of salvation 

by boarding the ark of certainty. Only those are lefi: outside who ha~e 
no business with God and are merely worms of the earth. -Similarly, from the point of vie\v of effectiveness, the path of 

following divine speech is found to be the one with greater openi;,.ess 

and clarity; because knowledgeable people know well that a speech is 

charged with blessings, passion, power, greatness, and charm according 
.. to the degree to which the footing of the speaker is planted high up~n 
tfle stages of certamry, smcenty, and fidelity. This perfection, too, c~n · 

be established only in the, speech of a person who possesses the twofoid 
• 

cognition of God. And it is self-evident to every wise person that the 

fervour of speech, upon which depends its effectiveness, only issues 

forth from the mouth of a person whose heart is brimming with con
viction; and only those words captivate the hearts which surge fo;th 

fervently fi:om the hearts of those who believe with perfect certai~ty. 
This also proves that, from the point of view of effectiveness, revealed 

guidance alone holds the key to opening the door. In short, with respect 

I. Surah ar-Raa, 13:18 [Publisher] 
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to the vastness and vigour of effect, it is only the book of revelation, and 

nothing else, that is proved to be open. 

It is no less than an established fact that only such a person proves 

himself to be the greatest benefactor of God's creatures who combines 

in himself revelation and reason, and he has the ability to benefit every 

type of temperament and nature. A person who seeks to draw people to 

the right path only through logical arguments can produce an effect, if 
• 

at all, on those who arehighly educated and able to follow his learned 

and profound discourses. The average person does not have the facul-

- ties of heart and mind to fo llow philosophical discourses. Inevitably, · 

~he grace of his knowledge is confined to the few who can understa; d 

his logic and it can only benefit those who, like him, are familiar with 

the methods of reasoning. 

This issue can be conclusively proven by comparing the successes 

of unaided reason and true revelation side by side. Those who are 

familiar with the history of past philosophers know well how tho;e 

men have failed to impress the hearts of the general public with th~,ir 
cl;scure and imperfect discourses and could not spread their teachings 

far and wide. Compare this inferior situation of theirs with the supe

rior effectiveness of the Holy Quran. How powerfully it has filled the 

hearts of its true followers with the Oneness of Allah, and in what a' 

wonderful manner its splendid teachings have uprooted habits and 

evil inclinations that had been firmly established for centuries, and 

n ow lt has made millions of people drink deeply of the sweet bev

erage of the Oneness of God by removing long-standing customs

which had become like second nature-from the veins and fibres ·of 

tlle hearts of peopl~. 
On the basis of the twofold testimony of its outstanding achieve

me~t and its excellent and enduring effectiveness, the Holy Quran 
: 

compelled its worst enemies to admit its peerless excellences. So pow-

erful was its effect on their hearts that even the staunchest disbeli~vers 
and those who were obstinate accepted this as testimony to its gr~at
ness and, though clinging to disbelief, could not but admit: 
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It is indeed this [Holy Quran] whose power of attraction overcar~e 

deeply entrenched habits and moved the attention of mankind towards 

God to such an extent that hundreds of thousands of His servants set 

'the seal of their affirmation of the Oneness of God with their blood: 

- In this manner, from the beginning, it is revelation that ' has 

proved to be the architect and guide that has fostered human .. 
reason. O therwise, great philosophers and wise men have found it 

difficult, even impossible,. to discover each and every particular about 

metaphysical matters so that they should know in what form a~d 
~ianner and with what characteristics these particulars exist. i\1ore 

ignorant and unaware still are those with lesser intellect or those 

\Vho do not have the opportunity to make an effort or strive in rhis 

path. The facilities which God's true and perfect revelation, the Holy 

D uran, has furn ishea to reason, ana tfie confusion from which it h'as 

delivered one's reflection and observation, are facts for which every 

\vise person must be gr::tteful. 

£ onsidering that the initial foundation for the recognition of Gs>d 

began through revelation, and that the revival of the cognition of Allah 
has ahvays taken place through revelation, and that relief from the diffi

cu!nes in th is journey can only be attained with the help of revelati~n; 
every wise person w1tne compelled to confess that the path} whl.ch 

' is clear and straight, is always open, and has always led to the goal, is 

divine revelation. It is absurd and utterlyfoolish to hold that it is not 

an open book. 

Besides, I have already explained in derail that the recognition of 

God by the Brahmu Samajists, which is based only upon rational argu

ments, is limited to 'ought to be' and that they fall short of the perfect 

stage of 'is: The present discussion also shows that the clear and 0J_;1en 

path of the cognition of Allah is discovered only through the \Vord of 

1. This is nothing but clear magic (Surah Saba;. 34:44). (Publisher] 
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Allah and cannot be reached or attained by any other means. DeP!ive 

a newborn child of all knowledge and leave him to study the book of 

nature-which the Brahmu Samajists believe to be 02en-and th~n 
see what enlightenment he achieves and what level of cognition of God 

he reaches. 

Repeated observations have shown that unless people receive 

knowledge of the existence of God through the sense of hearing, whose 

ultimate source is revelation, they will never be able to know whether or .. 
not the world has a creator. And even if they strive to find the Creator, 

they will be inclined to take created objects, such as water, fire, or the 

sun and moon, etc., as their creator and worthy of worship, as has b~en 
repeatedly confirmed by the study of uncivilized people. .. 

It was only through the blessings of revelation that man came to 

recognize the peerless and matchless God as befitted His perfect and 

Haw less being. Those who became uninformed of revelation and had r:o 

r evealed book to turn to, and had no available means of knowing abou~ 
revelation, achieved no understanding of Allah, despite the fact that 

~hey possessed eyes and hearts. On the contrary, they gradually moved 

away from humaneness and deteriorated close to the level of dumb ani

mals, and derived no advantage from the book of nature. It is obvious 

that if that book had been open, uncivilized people would have tak~n 
'"8.avantage of it anCl would have achieved equality in enlightenme~t 
and cognition of God with those who had progressed in the cogniti; n 

of God through divine revelation. So what greater proof is needed that 

the book of nature is closed than the fact that whoever relied solely 

upon it, and never heard of divine revelation, was altogether depri-:.ed 
~t the cognition of God and even remained far removed and bereft of 

human manners. 

If, however, by the book of nature being open it is meant that it 

should be physically visible, this is a baseless notion that has no bearing 

~ the subject at hand. W hat does it matter if something is always vi~
ibk, if it does not provide any religious benefit nor lead man towards 

God without being guided by divine revelation. 
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And if they mean to imply that the door of divine revelation was 
closed at some point in time, this only proves the Brahmu Samajists' 

complete ignorance of world history. Indeed they are like a blind person 

who strays off the road and falls into a ditch and then starts shouting, 

Who is the cruel person who has dug a hole in the middle of the ro~d!' 
Dr else, their prejudiced thinking indicates that they are intentionally 

crying to conceal the truth and knowingly reject something that is 

there for all to see and know. Otherwise, how can we believe that th<) 

are still ignorant, as only a little child can be, of the obvious fact that 

the concept of God's Oneness has only spread through revelation and 

that from time immemorial this is the only path that has always bee;i 

~pen to seekers of divine enlightenment. 

Gentlemen!! Fear God and do not take falsehood to such lengths. If 
your insight is imperfect, is there something wrong with your eyesight 

as well. Do you not see billions of monotheists-the Muslims-whose 

hearts have been filled to the brim by the clear spring water of Taubid 
[Oneness of God], compared to which your beliefs reek of all kinds of 

idolatry and diverse forms of defect and error. 

It is these people [i.e., Muslims J who have benefitted from the 

Word of Allah, and it is this spring of God's Word that gushed forth 

and carried its water far and wide, so much so that it has restored green~ 
ery to almost a third of the withered garden of India. The hearts of 

~any of the rest were also affected by this holy spring, for they, too, 

have been drawn somewhat closer to Taubid. ' 
The level of misguidance to which the Hindus had fallen before 

the coming of the ~an is evident from the study of the Purdnds a_!}d 

Pustaks1
, whose idolatrous teachings had taken the whole of India in 

their grip, and which had been written just a short while before the 

Holy ~an. They will show you what your revered rishis thought 

at the time, and how deeply your devoted ascetics and mystics were 

steeped in false superstitions as they supplicated before lifeless idols 

1. Ancient religious scriptures of Hinduism. [Publisher] 
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and chanted mantras to invoke them. All this was happening at a 

time when they were quite well-versed in the rational sciences and, 

compared to the times of the Vedas, had made considerable progress 

in rational and logical analysis. Indeed, they were not far behind 

the Greeks in terms of logic and philosophy, but their beliefs were 
corrupt, unholy and polluted by the filth of idolatry both in form 

;na substance. In fact, their beliefs did not have the slightest sem

blance to divine truths and were totally fallacious, groundless, without 

substance, and useless, which prompted your 'wise' forefathers to view 

everything in the world as their deity. Seeing a tree verdant and beau

tiful, they rook it to be their god; a Bame emerging from the earth 
; as to them worthy of worship; and the name of parmeshwar [god] 

was given to anything that was strange or fearsome in its physical 

appearance or in its characteristics. There was nothing they did not 

worship-water, wind, fire, rocks, the moon, the sun, birds, animals', 

and even snakes. 

The truth is that the Vedas had only advocated creature-worship 

to al imited degree and they did not even refer to worshipping idols, -b ut those who came afterwards and took themselves to be great logi

cians kept adding footnotes whereby they created hundreds of arti

ficial parmeshwars and some even claimed to be parmeshwars the~
selves. As a consequence of their thoughts and innovations, th~y 

... 
became entangled in all kinds of ridiculous delusions and went so far 

as to deny the existence of the Omnipotent Creator and all His per

fect attributes. 

The effect that the Upanishads) Purdnds) and Pustaks had on the 

minds of the Hindus, the superstitions they sowed in their hearts, the 
paths they established for them, and the objects they led them to wor

ship, is not something h idden or which can be concealed by anybody, 

nor can it be made dubious by denial. Similar was the case with the 

Greeks. Being hailed clever as a crow, they also gorged themselves on 
the filth of idolatry. Thus, at no time in history did unaided reason J2re

pare a community that was established on pure Taubid. 
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I have conducted thorough research into the reason for the Brahm ii 

Samaj's inclination towards Taubid and I have concluded that from 

among their religious elders, the founder of their faith had acquir,ed 

this concept from the Holy ~an. However, it was his misfortune that 

he could not fully absorb the teach ing of Taubid. This is how the seeci 

of Taubid, taken from the Book of God, gradually spread among th
0

e 

Brahmu Samajists. If any gentleman from among the Brahmus hold s 

doubts about this finding, then he is under obligation to show us, with 

;;guments, from where else they acquirea the concept of Taubid. Did 

tfi ey hear of it from elsewhere or did one of their rounders discover lt 
• 

solely through their intellect. Ifthey heard ofi t from some other source, .... 
then let rheni-expffcidy state which book, apart from the Holy Qura~, 
~ad propagated throughout India the concept of God being One and 

4 

without partner, beyond the need for family or offi;pring, free from 

every form of incarnation or embodiment, and complete and perfect 

""in H is person and in all His attributes. Let them give us the name of 

the book from which they derived the concept of Taubid. And if the 

~ay that their founder did not hear of it from anywhere but reasoned_ 

it out himself, then the onus is upon them to prove that-at the ti~ 
\~en the founder of the Brahmus was establishing their religion-the 

-a had not already been propagated in India through 

the .Holy l_.Luran. ror iTifhad,-then there can be no question of'dis~v-

e nng: and lt w1ll perforce have to be admitted that the founder of the 

Brahmu Samaj acquired the concept of Taubid solely from the Holy 

~ran . 

- In any event, unless you disprove my view with powerful argu

ments, it will stand proven that you have indeed acquired the concep t 

of Oneness o o rom t e o y uran. n yet you remain ungrate

ful and refuse to acknowledge the debt you owe to your benefactor and 
teacher. Instead of expressing gratitude; you resort to abuse like tho~e 

who are m1sch1evous and depraved by nature. 
In addition to this, all historians kno~v well that in the ast 

whet1ever someone acquire cogmtiOn of God and His perfect 
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attributes, it was only through revelation. 1he concept of the Oneness 

of God was never propagated throu~gh rational arguments alone in 

anv age. 1his is whv those whom divine revelation did not re~ch , , . 
remained unaware of the existence of God, and were left uncivilized 

and uncultured like animals. Can anyone show us a book written- in 

the past that spoke of divine knowledge and contained real verities, 

and yet its author claimed that he did not discover the right path to 
recognizing God through revelation, nor did he hear of the One God 

from elsewhere; rather, he discovered God and learned about divine. 

attributes by his own reason, reflection, meditation, and diligence; that 

he found the concept of Oneness of the Divine without being taught 

by anyone; and that his mind attained true enlightenm~nt and perfect , 

cognition on its own. 

Who can prove to us that there was an age when there was no sign of 

divine revelation and the door to the holy scriptures of God was closed, 

ind yet the people of such an era had attained true knowledge of God 

and His Taubid merely through the study of the book of nature. A;1d 

who can name us a countrv whose inhabitants reached God throue-h 
,I 

their-reason alone w11tie-remaining ignorant of the existence of rey_ela

tion, or came to believe in the Oneness of God, the Creator, through 

their own reflection and observation. 

- Why do you mislead the igno;ant masses and-without fearing 

God even for a fleeting moment-utter that which is deceitful and 

deceptive. \Xlby do you call that which is open to be closed and vice 

versa. Do you have no belief in the Omnipotent God who knows wcll 

what is in man's heart, and from whose all-encompassing glance no dis

honest person can remain hidden. Alas, the trouble is that your fuith 

~like a narrow and dark place where not even a ray of dear and brigl~t 
light has reached. 1bis is why your religion is a collection of thousands 

of types of straitness and darkness, and is so constricted that no part of 
Tt can be seen as open and none of the issues seem to be set out clearly 
and correctly. 

As for your faith in God, I have already stated where you stand in 
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that regard. And as for your conviction regarding the Day of Reckoning, 

and the doors of enlightenment that die law of nature has opened for 

y ou about it~ suffice it to say that all you possess in this respect is a 

E>undle of baseless speculations and su erstitions, let alone cert~in 

knowledge of the minute details of the Reckoning. First o a ) you are 

not even sure that reward and punishment are a reality and that God 

will certainly recompense man for his actions. For if you kriow thls, 

cl1en please prove by a rational argument why God should be obliged 

to reward mankind for their righteousness and why He should hofd 

evildoers to account for their sins and transgressions. • 

Whereas God is under no obligation to grant eternity to the 

human soul as opposed to the souls of other animals, why would it be 

~bligatory fo r Him to reward and punish man exclusively and spare the 

others. Does G od derive any benefit from your good deeds or does H~ 
suffer pain from your bad deeds, so that He may reward the virtuous 

.. for the comfort He received from their good deeds and take revenge 

from the evildoers for pain He has suffered. And if doin _ rood or evil 

neit er personally benefits nor harms Him, it does not matter to Hirn 

; vhether you obey Him or not. And if that is the case, then how can it 

be proved with certainty that reward and punishment must be a cons~

quence of actions under all circumstances. 

\Vould it be in accord with justice if someone did something 

on his own without being asked by another person but then starred 

a emanding recompense from the latter. Certainly not. For instance, 

1 f .Person X were to chg a d itch or erect a building without Pe(son 

Y-having asked h im to do it, then, even if we were to assume such ~ 
.... . ~ . . .,,,, 
ditch or building were of great benefit to Person Y, the law of justice 

does not bind Person Y to compensate Person X for his labour and 

toil, which he carried out of his own accord without any instruction 

or order from Person Y. 

~en our virtu; s do not benefit God even slightly-and even if 
the whole world became good and virtuous it would not add an iota to 
~he Kingdom of God, nor would it detract anything if they were all to 
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become sinners and transgressors-how can we then say that He will 

call us to account for our good or evil deeds, unless I-le has expressfy 
promised t0 do so. However, if God has made such a promise, every 

sane petson will be assured that He vvill certainly keep His promises. 

Every person, unless he is an absolute fool, kr10w's that a promise and 

a lack of promise are not one and the same thing. The satisfacti; n 
and reassurance that comes from a promise cannot come from mere 
self~concocted ideas. For instance, God Almighty has promised the 

believers in the Holy Q l!,r'.!n: 

' ~J""',.~~- ,• "' _,{ ~ Yt",...'.~"!'. ' "~/ 1....- '-:1-.~. 'P"" . ... 11 ~t / //'i,?/ i,; 1' ..:; .,, 
~!wl \:ti.).).> _>-6))lt .. -:~,,...::.:;~~v.,.:......~ 11 - i ,.._,,,.:..,1, • .1" 1t, .. _,,,, ,,,,.., / ,,... v~ .. - ~ " r"' "" ...,,, ~ ;-- \,,I ... ~ 

1 
_ _ . 1', 1 _ ,, ~ / ,, ,, ,. _,,, ,,, , r!,, t ,, ,. ,, 

Part Number 5-~;'.ii!~01)."71 r..:)'° J"'~;'.ii !~-' 

lvleaning that, God will admit believers who do good works into ever~ 

lasting paradise. This is a true promise from God and who can be more 

truthful than Allah in word. Now judge for yourselves whether the 

ideas that come to your mind can ever equal this specific promise. Can -

one who has 6een promised some wealth by a truthful person be in ' 

.. the same position as he who has been made no promise at all by that 

truthful one. Can one bestowed with good news and one \Vithout it be 

the same. Of course not. 

Now ponder over it in your beans as to which is the more clear, 

ope;: and satisfactory course of action-the one in which there is ; 

promise of good reward from God, or the one that is done merely 

·with one's own will and God remains silent about it. Is there any wise ' 

person who would not consider the existence of a promise better than 

the absence of a promise. Is there anv heart that does not vearn for ; 
i I 

promise. If God were forever silent, then why would anyone strive in 

His cause and vvith what expectation. Can he regard the thoughts of 
his own imagination to be the promise of God. Certainly not. If His 

intention is unknown-as to vvhat recompense He would bestow and 

L SU.rah an-Nisa; 4:123 [Publisher] 
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for what reasons and for how long--then who can have firm hope, just 

on his own, about \vhat He will do. How can he remain interested in 

s;_ruggling and striving in the face ofhopelessne;,ss. 

Only God's promises inspire a man's heart with true zeal and fer

vour. It is on the basis of these [promises] that wise people turn away 

horn the love of this world and become devoted to God-having 

severed a thousand bonds, relations, and chains. These are the prom

ises that, once and forever} pull those towards God who are sunk. in 

the quagmire of .,.reed and lust. As soon as it becomes apparent to a 

person that God's \X1ord is true and every promise o is is )Ound to be 

fulfilled one day, from that very moment his love for the world grov~s 
cold; in an instant, he is transformed into a whole new being altogether, 

and rises to a totally different level. 

To sum up, whether in respect of faith, or in respect of action, or 

in respect of hope fo r reward and tear of punishment, the only d.oor 

that is open is that of God's true revelation and Holy \X1ord-and 

nothing~ 

1.;u~:r l),j .th"? J uu;.: / .::!:. l;LJG/ r~v JtJuf·u1 J~r' 
1};e Holy 'VVord of God, the Peerless, liberally treats us to the goblets -ofdivine knowledge; 

How would he know the sweetness offaith who htis never tasted 

this wine? 

J .. B • c"( :;t r r' n-- ;.> 
1) ut~ , J f--16' • .:: ... ,.,-::-:;,..;,J 1..:;../1v1,.:, ~,uJ ~~/,.A J)i )JJ 1..:;.../1( 't,.:, 

That which has spent an entire lifetime in blindness cannot be called 

an eye; 

Nor is that ear worthy of its name which has never heard the sweet 

words of the Beloved. 
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worldly enticements, but the result has been quite the opposite. Before 

his 'suicide; the followers ofYasu' sought godliness to some extent, bur 

the more the doctrine of vicarious sacrifice and atonement was empha

sized, the more the Christians became steeped in worldliness, worldly 

enticements, desire of the world, alcoholism, gambling, licentiousness, 

and illicit: relations. The negative effects of this doctrine have been like 

the sudden collapse of the dam that had been built on a violent and 

stormy river with resultant destruction of all surrounding land and 

habitats. 

Remember too that abstinence from sin alone is not an 

accomplishment of any kind for man as thousands of worms, insects, 

animals and birds refrain from committing any sin, yet they are not 

considered to have attained communion with God. 1he question, 

therefore, is: 'How did the Messiah's expiation serve to enhance human 

spirituality?' Man is in need of two things in order to reach God: First, 

abstinence from evil; and second, the attainment of good deeds. Merely 

eschewing evil is no great feat. Thus, the crux of the matter is that these 

two forces have remained present in human beings ever since their cre

ation: On the one hand carnal passions lure them towards sin, while 

on the ocher hand the fire of the love of God that is hidden in their 

nature incinerates the straws of sin much like physical fire incinerates 

theJ?hysical straws and dried leaves. ~ignition of this spiritual fire 

that incinerates sins depends entirely on die co :rnition of God, because 

love and adornment or anyt ing depends on ac uirin its com lete 

recogmt10n. ou cannot love something whose beauty and excellence 

youafC unaware of. The knowledge of the beauty and excellence of the 
God of Honour and Glory ignites the fire of love fi )f Him, whidwry 

, consumes sin. It has always been the oractice _c "tL L --- - - - ·--

.<:.now1cage to mankind through His Prophets. Others get light 

Trom their light and acquire all the bounties that are bestowed on the 

Prophets by follmving th.§'J 
Sadly, Christianity has the door of cognizance of God closed to 

its followers for it considers communion with God forever sealed and 
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become engrossed in this and lose themselves to it completely, be it the praise 

of Satan or the praise of God, both become one and the same." At this, the walk 

came to its conclusion. The Promised Iv1essiah:ts returned later on when it was 
time for food, and after he had finished eating, he delivered the address that fol

lows. I now present what I have remembered thereof. 

The Greatest Form of Worship in This Era 

Alluding t0 the trial and disorder that was prevalent in the present age, the 

Promised Messiah•lS said: "It is necessary for a lvfoslim, in this day and age, when 

Islam is overwhelmed by affliction, to play a part in dispelling this disorder. The 

greatest form of worship in these times is for each and every Muslim to partake in 

dispelling this disorder. At this time, everyone ought to strive sincerely through 

their speech, knowledge and every faculty with which they have been endowed, 

to remove from the world with sincere effort, all the evil and insolence that is 

currently prevalent. 

\Xlhat good is the comfort and pleasure that one receives in this world? Ifit is in 

this world that a person receives their reward then >vhat has been attained? Prefer 

the reward of che hereafter, which has no limit~h and every one of you ought. 

to possess a passion for the Unity and Oneness of God, just as God Himself is pas

sionate for His own Unity Just reflect, where in the world will you find a person 

w 10 as been wronge more so than our Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be 

upon him? There is no filth, abuse or invective that has not been hurled at him. 

Is this a time when the lv!uslims should sit silently? At this time, if no one stands 

up to bear witness to the truth and rn silence the ones who speak falsehood, and 

if one deems it acceptable for disbelievers to go on shamelessly casting aspersions 

against our Prophet and continue misguiding the people, then remember that 

such a Muslim shall undoubtedly be called to account severely. You ought to em

ploy whatever knowledge and experience you have to serve in this cause and save 

the people from this misfortune. It is established in the Hadith that even if you 

do not strike the Antichrist, it \Vill die anyway. There is a famous adage: 

LM l.1 Ltf;; 

Every pinnacle sees a decline. 

These afflictions began to arise in the thirteenth century, and nmv the time of 
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their end is near. It is the responsibjlity of each and everyone of you to strive 

insofar as possible and show people the light. 

A Yearning for the Manifestation of God's Greatness and Glory 

In the sight of Allah the Exalted, a saint and a man of blessings is one who devel

ops such passion. God desires for His glory to be manifested. In the Prayer, one 

repeats:~\~~ 0~ (Ho£y is my Lord the most Great) and ~~I~~ 0~ (Holy 
is my Lord the most H~gh). This is also an expression of the desire that God's glo~y 
Silould shine forth and that His greatness be manifested in a manner that has i1o 

parallel. In the Prayer, when a person glorifies Allah and extols His Holiness, the 

same sentiment is expressed; and through these words, God encourages man to 

realise that he ought to demonstrate through his works and efforts-with a natu

ral fervour-that notfiingwhich goes against the greatness of God can domin~te 
him. 111is is an exalted form of worship. Those people whose passion is aligned 

with the will of God are the ones \;1,1ho are known as divinely supported and it is 
they who receive blessings. Those who do not possess a fervour for the greatness, 

glory and holiness of God, the Prayers that they offer are disingenuous and tneir 

p rostrations are futile. Until a person possesses a fervour for the sake of God, 

these prostrations are nothing more than futile incantations, by which they desi~e 
to attain paradise. 

Bear in mind that anything physical in nature that is empty of spirit cannot 

prove beneficial. For example, just as the meat of sacrifices does not reach God, 

Yl)ur bows and prostrations do not reach Him either, until they are performed 
-----------· 

"'\vith a true spirit. God desires the essence. God loves those who possess ardour for 

His honour and greatness. People of this nature tread a fine path on \Vhich oth~rs 

do not have the strength to follow them. Until the essence is present, a human 

b eing cannot progress. It is as though God has sworn to not grant a persor: any 

p)~ until rhey possess a zeal for His sake. 

Everv human being possesses desire, but a person cannot become a believer 
~----

untl1 they give precede~ great~ess of God over all of thelf(fosires. The 

Arabic word Wtdi means a near one or a friend. Therefore, a person is referred to 

as a u,1afi (or a saint) when they desire what their Friend, i.e. G~d: desires. Alhl 
- the Exalte~-----------------::::~------. 
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_J:n indtid.J1aloucrht to ossess a zeal for the sake of God and if they do, they shall 

outstri t ir follow man and become among t ose w o enjoy t 1e nearness or 

God. ne must not be like a dead corpse-when something is put in from one 

si.ae of the mouth, it comes out of the other. In the same manner, when someone 

is in a wretched state, nothing good can go inside. Remember that no wor~hip 

~r charity is accepted until one possesses a sincere fervour fo r the sake orntlah 

@ 
.. Almighty-a fervour that is free from traces of selfishness or personal mot1ve.1t 

ought to be such that even a person himself is unable to explain why they possess 

this fervour. There is a dire need for such people, bur nothing is possible without 

~e will of ~d. fil) ' 
The Present State of Affairs and the Need for a Reformer 

Those who have been engaged in such service to religion ought to remember that 

they have done no favour upon God. There comes a time when every crop must 

be cut for harvesting. In the same manner, now the time has come for corrup

tion to be dispelled. The worship of the Trinity has reached its highest limit and 

the Truthful One has been slandered and insulted ro the greatest possible extent. 

1ne 1v1essenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) has not been 

valued even ro the extent of a bee or a wasp. People fear wasps and are even appre

hensive of ants, but no one has hesitated in speaking ill of the 1v1essenger of Allah, 

peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Such people fall true ro the following 

statement of God Almighty: 

2 t.:;;Gl, I , -'.1$' 
/tf :..~ 

The_y rejected our signs. 

They have lashed out against rhe Holy Prophet.a as much as they could and have 

openly spevved out vulgarities and invectives against him. Now the time has rruly 

come for God to recompense them. In such an era, Allah the Exalted always raises 

a man. As God Almighty states: 

1 adh-Dhar~yat, 51:57 
Aal-e-lmmn, 3: 12 
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Exalted has laid down a condition that for Him to love anyone, such a 

one has to follow the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah 
-CZ 

be upon him. 1 Accordingly, it is my personal experience that to obey 

the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with 
a sincere heart and to love him, ultimately makes a person the beloved 

of God. God creates in his heart a burning for love for Him. Then such 

a person renounces everything else and inclines towards God; and his 

afFection and aspiration remain only for God Almighty. Thereupon a 

special manifestation of the love of God falls upon him and, bestowing 

upon him the full essence of Jove, pulls him towards itself with strong 
passion. He, then, overcomes his corporeal passions, and extraordinary 

works of God .. Almighty appear as Signs in his support and assistance 

in every aspect. 

I have presented an example of how to achieve (the love of God] 

by effort and application. But there are some individuals where effort, 

application, and hard work has nothing to do with their spiritual ranks. 

Even in the womb of their mothers, they have such a constitution that, 

without any effort or striving or hard work, they love God instinctively. 

And they come to have such a spiritual connection with His Jviessenger 

i.e. I:Iai;lrat l\,1ul}.ammad l\1u~~afa, may peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him, that anything closer cannot be imagined. As time passes, 
their inner fire oflove and affection for God continues to grow stronger 

and, with it grows the fire oflove for the Ivfessenger of Allah. In all these 

matters God becomes their Guardian and Guarantor.~n that fire 

of love and affection reaches its climax, they fervently and passionats:ly 

'desire that the glory of God be manifested upon the earth, and this 

becomes their greatest delight and ultimate purp3 Thereup~ 

1. 1":J: Here the question might arise that: If the objective is righteous deeds, what 

is the need to follow [the Holy Prophetsa] to attain salvation and acceptance? 
1he answer is that one can enact good deeds only through the grace of God. 

And since God has, in His grand wisdom, appointed one individual as the 
Leader and Messenger and commanded people to follow him, whosoever fails 
in this is not given the good fortune to perform righteous deeds. (Author) 
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you. Our God possesses countless wonders, but they are visible 

only to those \Vho become His out of sincerity and loyalty. He 

does not disclose His wonders to those who do not believe in 

His Power and who are not sincere and loyal to Him. How . 
~nfortunate is the 1nan, v.rho even no\V, is unaware that there is 

a God who has power over all things. Our paradise lies in our 

God. Our highest delight is in our God for we have seen Hi1n and 

! ound every beauty in Hirn. This wealth is worth procurin~ 

though one might have to lay down one's life to procure it. This 

ruby is worth purchasing though one 1nay have to lose oneself to 

acquire it. 0 ye, who are deprived! Hasten to this fountain as 

it 'vill satiate you. It is this fountain of life that \Vill save you. 

What am I to do? How shall I impress the hearts vvith this good 

news? What sort of a drum an1 I to beat in the streets in order to 

make the announcement that this is your God, so that people 

in.ight hear? What remedy shall I apply to the ears of the people 

s~h~t they should '.~t~n? J . 
If you become one with God, rest assured that God too ·will be 

yours. God Almighty shall ren1ain awake for you as you sleep. 

God shall watch over your enemy and frustrate their designs, 

robe of His pleasure, to raise his station, and to enable him to advance on the 

path of guidance by his love. (Author) 

* Pray unto Mc; I will answer your prayer. (Surah Al-lrfu'min, 40:61, 

Publisher) 
"* And \"\! e will try you with something of fear and hunger. (Surah Al

Baqarah, 2: 156, Publisher) 

35 
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to the vastness and vigour of effect, it is only the book of revelation, and 

nothing else, that is proved to be open. 
\.--- . 

It is i;,o less than an established fact that only such a person rrqves 
himself to be the greatest benefactor of God's creatures who combines 

in himself revelation and reason, and he has the ability to benefit ev~y 
type of temperament and nature. A person who seeks to draw peop!e to 

th e right path only through logical arguments can produce an effect, if 

at all, on those who are highly educated and able to fo llow his lcarnea 

<md profound discourses. The average person does not have the fac~l-
ties of heart and mind to follo\v philosophical discourses. Inevitably, 

the grace of his knowledge is confined to the few who can understa1~d 
his logic and it can only benefit those who, like him, are familiar with 

the methods of reasoning. 

~is issue can be conclusively proven by comparing the successes 

of unaided reason and true revelation side by side. Ihose who are 

l'amiliar with the history of past pfillosopfiers Know well how those 

men have failed to impress the hearts of the general public with th~ir 
obscure and imperfect discourses and could not spread their teachings 
far and wide. Compare this inferior situation of theirs with the stp e

rior effectiveness of the Holy ~ran. How powerfully it has filled the 

hearts of its true follmvers with the Oneness of Allah, and in what a 

w onderful manner its splendid teachings have uprooted habits and 

evil inclinations that had been firmly established for centuries, and 

how it has made millions of people drink deeply of the sweet bev

erage of the Oneness of God by removing lon '-standing customs-

a become like second nature-from the veins and fibres of 

the hearts of people. - ' 
On the basis of the twofold testimony of its outstanding achieve-

ment and its excellent and enduring effectiveness, the Holy uran 

compe edits worst enemies to admit its peerless excellences. So pmv

crful was its effect on their hearts rhat even the staunchest disbelievers 

and those who were obstinate accepted this as testimony to its great

ness and, though clinging to disbelief, could nor but admit: 
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It is indeed this [Holy uran l whose ower of attraction overcame 

deeply entrenched habits and moved the attention of mankind towards 

Cod to such an extent that hundreds of thousands of I-Iis servan~s set 

the seal of their affirmation of the Oneness of God with their blo~d. 
In this manner, from the be . inning, it is revelation t:hathas 

proved to be the architect and uide that has fosterec urnan 

reason. Otherwise, great philoso2hers and wise men have tounc It 

difficult, even impossible, to discover each and every particular ab2ut 

metaphysical matters so that they should know in what form and 

manner and with what characteristics these particulars exist. More 

.. ignorant and unaware still are those with lesser intellect or those. 

who do not have the opportunity to make an effort or strive in this 

path. 'The facilities which God's true and perfect revelation, the Holy 

-~ran, has furnished to reason, and the confusion from which it has 
d·; livered one's reflection and observation, are facts for which ev~ry 
wise person must be grateful. 

Considering that the initial foundation for the recognition of God 

began through revelation, and that the revival of the cognition of .AJlah 

has always taken place through revelation, and that relief from the diffi

culties in this journey can only be attained with the help of revelation; ..- . 7 ~cry wise person will be compelled to confess that the path, which 

is d ear and straight, is always open, and has always led to the go..:l, is 

Iivine revelation. It is absurd and utterly foolish to hold that it is not 
a~ openb~ .. ' 

Besides, I have already explained in detail that the recognition of 

God by the Brahmu Samajists, which is based only upon rational argu

ments, is limited to 'ought to be' and that they fall short of the perfect 

stage of 'is~ The present discussion also shows that the clear and open 

path of the cognition of l\llah is discovered only through the Word of 

1. This is nothing but clear magic (Surah Saba~ 34:44). [Publisher] 
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attributes, it was only through revelatio~1\'TI;_£oncept of the Onene~ 
of God was never propagated through rational arguments alon~ in 

any age. ~This is why those whom divine revelatio11 did not re
1
ach 

remained unaware of the existence of God, and were left uncivilized 

and t1ncfiltured like animals. Can anyone show us a book written in 
----- -

the past that spoke of divine knowledge and contained real veriti~s, 

and yet its author claimed that he did not discover the right path to 

recognizing God through revdatio1t, nor did he hear of the One God 

from elsewhere; rather, he discovered God and learned a5out d1v1fte 

attributes by his own reason, reflection, meditation, and diligence; ·_that 
--- .... 

h_.:= found thcconcept of O neness of the D1vme without being ta~ght 

by anyone; and that his mind attained true enlightenment and perfect 

cognition on its own. 
~ f 

.;¥ho can prove to us that there was an age when there was no sign of 

divine revelation and the door to the holy scriptures of God was closed, 

alla yet the people of"such an era had attained true knowledge of G od 

and His Taubid merely through the study of the book of nature. And 
/ 

who can name us a country whoseinhaElrants reached God through 

t heir reason alone while remaining ignorant of the existence of rev~la~ 
tion, or came to believe in the Oneness of God, the Creator, through 

their O\Vn reflection and observation. 
~ 

Why do you mislead the ignorant masses and-without fearing 

God even for a fleeting moment-utter that which is deceitful a11d 

deceptive. \'Vhy do you call that which is open to be closed and vice 

versa. Do you have no belief in the Omnipotent God who knows well 

what is in man's heart, and from whose all-encompassi11g glance no dis

honest person can remain hidde11. Alas, the trouble is that your faith 

is like a narrow and dark place where not even a ray ofdear and bright 

light has reached. 1his is why your religion is a collection of thousands 

of types of straitness and darkness, and is so constricted that no part of 

it can be seen as open and none of the issues seem to be set out clearly 

and correctlv. 
; 

As for your faith in God, I have already stated where you stand in 
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that regard And as for your conviction regarding the Day of Reckoning, 

and the doors of enlightenment that the law of nature has open~d for 

you about it, suffice it to say that all you possess in this respect is a 

b undle of baseless speculations and superstitions, ·let alone certain 

knowledge of the minute details of the Reckoning. First of all, you are 
not even sure that reward and punishment are a reality and that God 

;.,m certainly recompense man for his actions. For if you know d{is, 

then please prove by a rational argument why God should be obliged 
---- li 

to reward mankind for their righteousness and why He should hold 
..;;., 

evildoers to account for their sins and transgressions. 
Whereas God is under no obligation to grant eternity to the 

hm~n soul as opposed to the souls of other animals, why would it be 
obligatory for Him to reward and punish man exclusively and spare the 

others. Does God derive any benefit from your good deeds or does He
suffer pain from rour bad deeds, so that He may reward the virtuo~s 
for the comfort He received from their goo c ee s an ta e revenge 
l rom the evildoers for pain H e has suffered. And if doing good or e; il 

neither personally benefits nor harms Him, it does not matter to Him 

whether you obey Him or not. And if that is the case, then how ca-;;_ it 

be proved with certainty t at reward and punishment rnust be a conse

quence of actions under all circumstances. 

Would it be in accord with justice if someone did something 

on liTs own without being asked by another person but then started 

demanding recompense from the latter. Certainly not. For instance, 

it' Person X were to dig a ditch or erect a building without Pe1:son 

---- -Y having asked him to do it, then, even if we were to assume such a 

ditch or building \Vere of great benefit to Person Y, the law of justi~e 
does not bind Person Y to compensate Person X for his labour a;;ci 

toil, which he carried out of his own accord without any instructiO.I] 

or order from Person I:: 
So when our virtues do not benefit God even slightly-and even if 

t~e vthole world became good and virtuous it would not add an iota to 

the Kingdom of God, nor would it detract anything if they were all rn 
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become sinners and transgressors-how can we then sav that He will 
J ~ 

call us to account for our good or evil deeds, unless He has expressly 

promised to do so. However, if God has made such a promise, every 

sane person will be assured that He \vill certainly keep His promises. 

Every person, unless he is an absolute fool, knows that a promise and 
alack of promise are not one and the same thmg. The sansfacttdn 
and reassurance that comes from a promise cannot come from ~ere 

s elf-concocted ideas. For instance, God Almighty has promised the 

believers in the Hol~an: 

. p .. .,,.,. ,.--~,. .r' \~ ~\,/:! _ ~/ '"' ''/ -- ~/ :r_-;;1L'f/ ... l -t ~i- _P .,.... ,.,.. _,,p,,-1,.,,, ~- -' "h •• d ~ \..:J::"-1.\.> -~)Jl ~ ~.~.A,,..~~ ~v,,;..... ~l l-1 ,,.. 'l·.:_..,l ,.,., \.H, 
"""'• ••/ ..-_,,,..,.,, ,,r,._ - / \;I,,,,. 'V-;,• ? • / ,.,, _/ ~ ;-- ........, .... ~ 

l _- _ _ ~ :t _ ~- _ _ ,;- .t,. -' ., .,... 'ff _,. ' J..f1t,...... I - ,,.., ; / 

PartNumher 5-~~.!~U'..>4:'l\.:J4 J ~;Wh.,~J 

i\1eaning that, God will admit believers who do good works into ever

lasting paradise. This is a true romise from God and w 10 can e more 

truthful than Allah in word. Nmv judge for yourselves whether t e 

ideas that come to your mind can ever equal this specific promise. C~n 
one who has been promised some \Vealth by a truthful person be in 

_the same position as he who has been made no promise at all bv tha~ 
truthful one. Can one bestowed with good news and one without it ?e 

the same. Of course not. 

I::Jow ponder over it in your hearts as to which is the more dear, 
open, and satisfactory course of action-the one in which there is a· 

p romise of _ood revvard from God, or the one that is done merely 

with one's own will an Go remains silent about it. Is there any wise 

person who would not consider the existence of a promise better than 

t~e absence of a promise. Is there any heart that does not yearn fo~ 
promise. If God were forever silent, then \Vhy would anyrone strive in 
-~~~--.-~~~-------:.---:~~~---~......;-~~ 
His cause and vvith what expectation. Can he regard the thoughts <) f -his O\vn imagination to be the promise of God. Certainly not. If I-!is 
intention is unknown-as to what recompense He would bestow and 

L Surah an-Nisa; 4:123 [Publisher] 
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.£or what reasons and for ho-vv long-then who can have firm hope., ju_;r 
on his own, about what He \.Vill do. How can he remain interested in 

struggling and striving in the face of hopelessness. 
~ 

- Only God's promises inspire a man's heart with true zeal and fer-
-=- - l 

vour. It is on the basis of these )romises] that wise eo le turn away 

rom the love of this world and become devoted to God-having 

severed a thousand bonds, relations, and chains. These are the prom

ises that, once and forever, pull those towards God who are sunk" in 

.. the quagmire of greed and lust. As soon as it becomes apparent to a 
~ 

person that God's Word is true and every promise of His is bound to be 
l 

fulfilled one day, from that very moment his love for the world grows 

.. cold; in an instant, he is transformed into a whole new being alrogerhsr, 

and rises to a totally different level. 

To sum up, whether in respect of faith, or in respect of action, or 

in respect of hope for reward and fear of punishment, the only doo; 

that is open is that of God's true revelation and Holy \'Xlord-and 

no thin~ • 

l.J u~:i ~.,j ,;;1)-; J UIJ ).5 f £. IJL)~/ (\r.V JtJU(:u1 Jh.plf 
1he Hofv 1'1/0rd of God, the Peerless; liberally treats us to the goblets . 
of divine knowledge; 

Flow would he know the sweetness ~fjaith who has never tasted 

this wine? 

~ .0 • r"_...... ~ ? / ·. ( & :. " 

l.J ()~~ J.Y f-(..:;..,/ i5,.;;J: l~IL)'/.; ~L~~ .:_/,_,ti {)J1 .JJ;.): I~!(-:..;, 
1hat which has spent an entire lifetime in blindness cannot be called 

a'?;..!1_e:; 

1Vor is that ear worthy qf its name which has never heard the sweet 

words ofthe Beloved. 
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their homes and try to deprecate this perfect Book which announced 
in unequivocal terms: 

l -- . _,..,.,...~~ "-"/,"."....,. .P ,,,,.!/",o/ ,p~,. ">'/,.... y :!',...,~~ _,.,,..,/,._, 

Part Number 6- ~~;.::,,_..,;I '~-? p.)J ~ t ..PJ& I 

'Tiut is, today, having revealed this book, I have perfected rdigious 

knowledge to its heights and have completed all fv'[y bounties upon the 

bel~eve~s. 
Gentlemen! Have you no fear of God? Will you go on living like 

\ thi~ill curses not be cast upon your liar's face one day? If ina=c:ee 

..... \ y(;U possess some great truth which you think you have acquirea-Dy 

~ s;,eating blood, working tirelessly, and doing research into the min~t
cst details, and which you believe the Holy uran has failed to rn~n
tion, I beseech you to leave everything else and bring that verity before 

me, and I will shO\v you that it is already present in the Holy Q.1r,an. 

But, of course, in such a case you must be ready to embrace Islam. If 
you still persist in your scepticism, and do not stop your nonsense, 

and refuse to engage in direct debate, then what can I say other than: 

~;LS:J1 J.v ~I~ ['May the curse of Allah be upon the liars']. 

y 
(/.. ..:.) • ~y 

~ ~ / "!" i; i,,;/J.-'"p u f .. ~1 
/' /. :.-! / ..:_.i 0 I 

Beware! 0 you, who are bent on telling lies, 

Do not ruin yourse{f by being so shameless. 

. . r . ~ ... , r i,r .. . (" -;;-'_)p \)If- ) --~ l .::.,,/ /'' f- i,, t .;:,,., f ~ v 
}low Long ZDouLd you bear enmity towtirds the elect of God, 

W{mldyou ever be ashamed before the Lord ofthe world? 

~(..,,,lf.' 

lfl Ji, Jk. ff! ~/. ()1 _;,ti J~J H~ ~;& ~ 
When sornething ht1s been pro'l1en to be excellent, 

It would be foolish qfyou to find fault with it. 

L SU.rah al-A1d'idah, 5:4 [Publisher] 
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humiliate them and expose their \veakness. The blind, of course, are 

totally incapable of saying anything in such a matter. In the same way, 

those who possess no sense of smell believe it when hundreds of trust

worthy and truthful people speak of good smell or foul odour. They do 

not doubt them at all for they know well that so many people do not 

tell lies and must be speaking the truth and that \Vithout a doubt it is 

their own impaired sense of smell that prevents them from expedenc

ing these scents first-hand. 

Likewise, human beings also differ with respect ro their inner fac

ulties. Some are weak and covered in the veils of their egos, while there 

have always been others who, due to their lofi:y and pure nature, have 

been receiving revelation from God. For those who are weak and cov

ered in veils to deny the personal characteristic of those who possess a 

lofty nature vvotild be the same as if a blind person, or one with weak 

sight, were to deny the observations of one with excellent sight, or as if 
a person congenitally lacking the sense of smell were to deny the expe

riences of one who possesses a sense of smell. 

The ways to disprove such a denier are the same in the spiritual 

realm as they are in the physical realm. For instance, if a person who 

is congenitally bereft of the sense of smell denies the existence of good 

and foul smell, and asserts that those who claim to have such a sense 

are liars or are mistaken, then he can be persuaded to admit his mis

take in the following manner. He should be asked to select a few pieces 

of clothing and rub some with perfume and leave others untouched 

and then test the sense of smell of a normal person, so that by repeated 

experiments he would be convinced of the reality and existence of the 

sense of smell and that, indeed, there are people who can distinguish 

bet~n that which is fragrant and that \vhich has no smell. 

In the same way, a seeker afi:er truth can be convinced of the exist-
....-:::::::::· " 

ence of revelation through repeated observations. When hidden matters 

and secret mysteries, which cannot be discovered throu • h reason alo~e, 
~ l,. are disclosed to a recipient o reve ation, and when a revealed book 

/ is found to contain wonders, which are not to be discovered in any 
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other book, a seeker after truth is convinced that divine revelation is 

an established truth. If such a person possesses a ure nature, he him

se , y treac ing on t e right path can, to the extent of the illumination 

__. "'--;; .5?_f his h~art, experience divi~e revelati~~ like t~~ auliyti"ullah ~rie;ids 
/'/ of Allah]. Thus, he learns ot waby-e-risaiat (D1vme ScnptureSJ at ,the 

level of baqqul-yaqin [true certainty]. In this regard, I myself take. the 

~sponsibiliry of satisfying any seeker after truth who shows his rea4i
ness to accept Islam with heartfelt truthfulness, sincerity of faith apd 

an unblemished spirit of obedi
1
ence. ~1 Fy,:li •i.)3' v-~ ,,_) ..b-10ts'01_, 

--~ ~ .;.J JS J ~3 _;;.~ J~ IA Js-- ~\3 'iJJJI J~ [And if anyone doubts my 
,,,,.-;, ~ ... 

word let him come to me in all sincerity; for Allah has the power to -
grant what I say and He is the Helper in every matte.;_r). 

- lo think that revelation .is nothing other than the insightful ideas 

that occur to the human mind as a result of deep thought and deliber

;tion is also the product of inner blindness and ignorance. If human 

-;;;:.--/ thoughts were the same as divine revelation, then surely man would be 

able to discover unseen phenomena through his own reflections anq 
~ervations. It is obvious that no matter how wise a person may be, 

he cannot disclose anything hidden by merely reflecting on the matter. 

Nor can he exhibit any sign of divine power. Nor can his speech exhibit 

;;lY of the special characteristics of clle Divine. Even if he thinks hhn-

? ~If to death, he still cannot discover the unseen, which is beyond. his 

reason, observation, and other senses. Nor can his discourse be so lofty 

!h_at no human power is able to match it. 

Thus, there are enough reasons for a wise person to conclude that 

wh;tcver a man might think- good or bad- as a consequence of his 
~ 

own reflection or observation, cannot be the word of God. Had it been 

_::s::::::;->the word of God, every door to the unseen would be open to man and 

he would be able to foretell all that only God can tell with His divine 

power, inasmuch as it is necessary that the work of Gpd and the \,YPrd 

of God should manifest the glorious signs of the Divine~ 
However, if someone has doubt in his mind affc5"t'i'( the source of 

beneficial or harmful schemes, deep insights about good and evil, 
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that manifest the power of God, which are beyond human powe:&· 

if they are unable to discover these uranic excellences themselves due 

to lack of vision and insight, they should read this book of mine with 

open eyes so that they might discover, as a sample, some of the treasures 

of knowledge about the matters relating to the unseen and of the divine 

secrets with which the Holy ~an is brimming. 

'lhev should also kl1ow that the existe~e ~f divine revelation 
' 

that descends directly from God and comprehends matters relating 

to the unseen can also be proven in another way that is open; and 

it is that God Almighty always creates such people from among the 

ummat-e-lvlubammadiyyah [the followers of the Muhammads•w] who 

are firmly established on the true faith, receive revelation from God, 

and disclose such matters relating to the unseen-the disclosure of 

which is not within the power of anyone except God, the One without 

associates. God Almighty bestows this holy revelation upon only those 

believers who truly believe in the Holy ~an as the Word of God and 

act upon it with truthfulness and sincerity and who believe in fja<,irat 

rv1u}:iammad Mugafa [the Chosen One], peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him, as God's true and perfect Prophet, who is most excellent 

and superior and more exalted than all the Prophets and is Khdtamur

Rusul [the Seal of the lvf essengers J and accept him as their leader and 

guide. 

Such revelation is not vouchsafed to others, be they the Jews, 

Christians, Aryas, Brahmus, etc., but rather, has always been vouch

safed to the perfect followers of the Holy ~ran. It is vouchsafed to 

them now and will continue to be vouchsafed to them in the fr1ture. 

1hough the descent of waby-e-risdlat [Divine Scriptures J has been 

cut off as it is no longer needed, the revelation that is vouchsafed to 

the sincere servants of the Holy Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him, will never be cut off. This kind of revelation serves as a 

grand proof in support of the truth of wab)'-e-risdlat) such that it puts 

to shame and humiliates every denier and adversary of Islam. As this 

blessed revelation with all its blessing and honour and greatness and 
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of God has been propagated in the world only through the elect who 

believe in the word of God, they deliberately make a statement con

trary to this known fact. Their bigotry is shown by the fact that in order 

to support their assertion they have held back the self-evident verity 
that in theological matters, unaided reason cannot carry a person to the 

stage of perfect certainty. And the ignorance is that they have regarded 

revelation and reason as inconsistent with each other, which cannot 

subsist together, and that they have regarded revelation to be opposed 

to reason and destructive of it, whereas this fear is entirelv unfounded. 
I 

It is obvious that a follower of true revelation cannot refrain from 

';'.tiona1 inquiries; rather, he finds that revelation helps him to see the 

nature of things in a rational manner. By the light and blessing of reve

lation, he avoids the pitfalls that might come his way in the pursuit o:t 
~ - ~ 

logical investigation, and does not have to waste time like misguided 

ra_£ionalists in inventing baseless arguments and indulging in use~ess 

formalities; instead, he sees the clear path of reason and his eyes settle 
l 1 

l!l, short, reason rationa[ y substantiates the phenomenon of rev~ 

ela~ and it is the task of revelation to safeguard reason from wan

dering aimlesslv. Hence, it is obvious that there is no conflict between 
<.J ---- ' 

reason and revelation; and that they are not contrary to or opposed to, 

e ach other. Nor lS the true revelation, i.e. the Holy Q~::-an, a stumbl ing 

block in the path of progress of reason. Rather, it illumines reason ~nd 
~ its great helper, supporter and guide. As the full value of the sun 'is 
appreciated by the eye and the benefits of the bright day are disdo~ed 

only to those \vho possess sight, in the same way, divine revelation is 

fully appreciated only by those who possess reason, as God Almighty 

has Himself said: 

1 ,. /'Y · l'~.f/{.,.,/r// f~. r-"'.P ;-;.9[".-;''I"'' ~\'.7~•"' 
Part 1vumber 20-i·i- i .:.q'\Jt '" 1"-' \.c -'' ""l!JJ L,, '.....a> 1 h.:: . .o'llt~C·-' """'~ ,,,. .,v~ v, '~-'...,,, - ,,., ,,.,. 

L SU.rah al-'Ankabut, 29:44 [Publisher] 
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Meaning that, \'Ve present these exameles for the people, but 03ly 
those people can understand them rationally who are knowledgeable 

'" and wise. 

Likewise, just as the benefits of the seeing e e are realized only in 

the presence o t 1e sun, wit out which there would be no difference 

between seeing and not seeing, in the same way, the excellences of 

rational insight emerge only with the help of revelation, which sav?s 

rationality from thousands of types of confusion and points to t~e 

shorter path and. shows the way which, if adopted, leads tO the objec

tive very quickly. Every wise person knows it well that, when th inkillg 

through a problem, if one gets a hint as to the right direction to pursqe, 

then this knowledge yields great help to the intellect, safeguarding it 

from many confused thoughts and unnecessary headaches. 

'Ihe adherents of revelation not only choose the exceUent tool of 

reas; n by themselves, but revelation itself stresses the need for sharp

~ning their intellect. Thus, they are dra\vn by two attractions towards 

advancement in rationalitv: first, the natural curiosity that everv man 
, ' I 

displays for understanding the nature and working of things in a pre

cise and logical manner; second> the revealed injunctions which int_£n~ 

sify their burning desire. So those who read the Holy ~ran even in a 

cursory manner will not deny the obvious fact that this blessed Word 

of God places great stress on the exercise of thought and reason,_so 

- much so that it describes it as a characteristic of believers, that they 

constantly reflect upon the wonders of the heavens and the earth and . ~ 

deliberate on the wisdom of the law of God, as is said in one place in 

th e Holy ~an: 

/~ · ""''1'''"'/' .-::; f""~.,.., ' y,;. ·. \
1

"" QJ,,.,-r:, / _1'1 ' ,,.;' .... ,,,..,,.,,, l,,.... . "' ' ~· "'' .;i..11 ,.,, 1 W ,...,, '.Jl ,_,w\11 J •'\I~ 'JJ J ' J _, l..)&llu'\l ··~l -" .,,;. ·Nl,, w, ' ' .~ . \! , -::l.:.., ~ ,, ,\ '-"' r_r .... v .... ~ .,.... .. ,,.., .,,....,.,, ~ ~..,. · :;;.>' ,........ _. ~ '-1;- -"""' . . ""!:""~ '-i_.. ~'-";00" 

J \'f1 .V1'l 1 .-:'. !._f';'r"~" , -'(i( ... U1t1 .. -:•:1..:..-; ;; ,: .'>'Y1;:;'"" ' '-t-" )1$~(~-"i!-;Zrl" i., 
j~'l.j.~~'.A ,J\..t'JY · -'9~\i...~-,.~«.:>J~J~Ru -'-"~J~ 

That is, in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation 

L SurahAl-e-'Jmrdn, 3:191-192 [Publisher] 
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of the night and the day, there are a number of Signs for the wise t9 

prove rhe existence of the Creator of the Universe and His mi~The 

wise are only those who remember God sitting, standing, and Jying 

on their sides and keep meditating and pondering over the crc:,ation 
ofthe earth and the heavens and other creations, and their hearts and 

tongues keep supplicating: 'O our God, You have not created any of 

these things in vain and without purpose; rather, everything in Your 

creation is full of the wonders of Your povver and wisdom, and points 

~wards Your Blessed Befil . 
1 

It is true that there ts an emphasis on adhering to irrational and 

impossible beliefs in other Scriptures, which have been interpolated 

and perverted, as for instance, in the Holy Gospels of the Christians. 

But this is not the fault of revelation; in fact, this roo is the fault of 

defective reason. Had those who \Vere in thrall to falsehood possessed 

sane reason and had they been in their senses, why would they have 

followed these interpolated and perverted books; and why would they 

have permitted such thinking about the Unchangeable, Perfect and 

Eternal God-that He transformed Himself into a helpless embryo, 

was nourished on impure sustenance, took on an impure body, was born 

through an impure passage and ca1t1e into the mortal world, and after 

enduring all sorts of torments died in a state of extreme misfortune, 

adversity and failure, calling out 'Eli, Eli': 1 

Ultimately, it was revelation which corrected this error as well. 
Subban.illah [Holy is Allah]. How exalted and what an ocean of mercy 

is the Word which brought the creature~worshippers back t0 Taubid 
[the Oneness of God]. How charming and attractive is that light which 

brought a whole world out of darkness. Outside of it, thousands who 

were considered wise and called philosophers remained engrossed 

in this error and countless similar errors and, until the Holy ~ran 

came, no philosopher had forcefully refuted this false doctrine, nor 

reformed these ruined people. As a matter of fact, the philosophers 

L Meaning, 'My God, my God.'-see Matthew, 27:46. [Publisher] 
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this transitory abode-and the critical time that is called the agony of 

death suddenly descends on him to sever his ties with this world and its 

known pleasures that he enjoyed therein, and when death separates him 

from his dear ones whom he sav,r every day, and when the time comes 

for him to leave behind all his riches and wealth which he regards as 

his possessions-at that moment it is impossible for his thoughts to 

remair'l -focused on God the Exalted. However, he can do so only if he 
has the same-. nay) greater-degree of conviction about the existence 

of God, of the pleasure of meeting Him, and of His promise of reward 

and punishment. If, in the last moments of his life, he does not have 

such certainty as can help him ward off his worldly thoughts, his end is 

li'Go be an undesirable one. 
The point that the study of creation alone cannot lead to perfec:_ 

certainty is pr~en by the fact that creation is not a book wherein one 

can read plainly that all these things have been created by God, that 

God in fact exists, that the joy of meeting Him is the ultimate bliss, and 

that He will reward those who are obedient and punish the transgres

sors. Rather, when one observes Allah's creation and finds the design 

of this universe to be perfect and flawless, one can only conclude, by 

way of conjecture, that there 'ought to be' a Creator of this creation. 

However, there is a great difference between the im ort of 'ou t to 

be' and 'is'. There is an element of doubt in 'ou ht to be' and it does 

not bring about t e egree of certainty that 'is' does . . 
\X'hen a person says by way . of conjecture that such and such a 

thing 'ought to be' he means to say only that it has to exist so far as 

his reasoning is concerned, but fie is unable to say whether or not it 

~ / -;_ctually exists. This is why aH those who have restricted themselv~s 
to the smdy of nature have never agreed upon a conclusion-neither 

do they now, nor will it be possible in the future. Granted, if it were 

written somewhere in the heavens in bold, brightletters, 'I am God, 

- the Matchless and Peerless, who has created these things, and shall 

reward the good and punish the evil for their deeds; the study of cre

~ion would then result in perfect certainty regarding God's existdnce 
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and His reward and punishment. It would not have been necessary, 

then, for God to provide anv other means of arriving at perfect cer

tainty. But this is not the case; no matter how deeply one may study the 

universe, one will not find such a writing, and will have to depe~d on 

one's O\Vn speculation and nothing else. 

This is the reason why all the sages agree that pondering over the 

heavens and the earth does not provide factual testimony regarding the 

existence of the Creator. All one obtains is speculative evidence to the 

; ffect that the there ought to be a creator; and even this evidence will 
only be valid in the eyes of those who believe that it is impossible for 

things to come into existence by themselves. It will not, however, stand 

in the eyes of an atheist who believes the universe to be eternaJ1 and 

contends that if nothing can come into existence without a creator, 

then how can God come into existence without a creator; and if this is 

possible, why then should it not be assumed that all creation, which no 

one has witnessed being created, came into existence without a creator. 
. . . ~ 

I would like to point out that the reason why an atheist is able to 

argue with a rationalist regarding the existence of the Eternal God is 

that the study of creation does not provide factual testimony of His 

existence; that is, it does not prove that the Creator actually exists, but 

.only that He ought to exist. Thus, evidence regarding the existence of 

.the Creator of the universe, basea oi1ly on reason, becomes ambiguous 

in the eyes of an atheist. As such, I have already discussed this point 

to some extent in Footnote Number Four, where I have proven that 
reason can at best prove the need for something, not its existence; and 

that proving the necessity of a thing and to substantiate its very exist

ence are two things altogether different. 

rl11erefore, anyone whose understanding of God is limited to the 

study of creation alone is in no position to affirm that God actually 

exists. Rather, the reach of his knowledge extends only to th_:". 

possibility that He ought to exist, and that, too, if the person is_ not 

inclined towards atheism. This is the reason why past philosophers 

who confined themselves merely to rational arguments fell into grave 
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errors and created hundreds of controversies but passed away without 

resolving them. Their lives came to such a restless end that they, haxing 
harboured thousands of doubts and misgivings, died as atheists, nat

uralists and heretics, and the paper boat of philosophy was unable to 

carr them a,shore. For, on the one hand, they were overwhelmed by 

the love of the world, and on the other) they did not possess any ennite 

knowledge of the Herea&er. So they departed from this world in gr~at - "\ 

anguish, having been deprived and far removed from true certainty. 

They themselves admit that their knowledge of the Creator of the 

uni~erse and of the Hereafter is not by way of certainty; rather.rt is 

based on plausibility. That is, their 'knowledge' is like the knowleJge 
-::. 

of someone who, without an factual basis, conjectures that something 

should be like this, whereas he really does not know whether it is ti e 

this or not. Likewise, philosophers first presume that, under given cir

cumstances, certain facts should exist, and then concoct those facts in 

their own imagination and jump to the conclusion that they do exist. 

This is like someone saying, for example, that Person X ought to visit 

him, and then arbitrarily concluding that Person X must surely be on 

is way. Then he imagines that Person X ought to come on horseback 

and proceeds to believe that he must indeed have come on horseback. 

Such have been the conjectures employed by these philosophers. ~er 

jid they have the good fortune of being certain that God truly exisjs. 

Their intellect, even when it moved in the right direction, could only 

arrive at the conclusion that the universe calls for a creator. 

In fact, even with regard to this weak inference they always remained 

in uncertahrry and doubt, like those devoid of faith, and they n_cvcr 

walked the path of truth. Some of them do not believe that God is the 

Regulator of affairs and the Creator who creates as He wills. Others 

took primordial substance to be co-eternal with God. Some declared ,. 
all souls to be eternal and virtually partners with Him-a doctrine 

advocated by the Aryah Samajists to this day. Others refused to accept 
the survival of the human soul [after death] or the next life of reward 

and punishment. Some regarded time to be the prime mover, like God. 
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Some denied God as being the Knower of everything down to the last 

particle. Others offered sacrifices to idols and prayed to artih.cial gods. 

In short, many of the great philosophers remained in denial of God's 
existence and none managed to steer clear of these pitfalls. . 

Returning to the original subject, let me reiterate that the study 

of creation alone can never lead to perfect certainty, nor has it ever 
"' done so. Rather, what can be achieved, and perhaps was achieved by 

some, is only the belief that something 'ought to he: And this belief: 
too, is limited only to the existence of the Creator of the universe. 1he 

belief in His reward and punishment etc., does not amount to even 

that much. Having thus failed to obtain perfect certainty from the 

study of creation, we must choose one of two possibilities: either that 

God never intended to bestow perfect certainty at all, or that He must 

have provided some other means of arriving at it. 111e first proposition 
IS, however, obviously false and no reasonable person doubts its falsity. 

·The second, whereby we acknowledge d1at God must have provid<:_d' 

some perfect means for the salvation of His creatures, is only possi~le 

if we believe the perfect means to be a revealed book that is matchless 

and incomparable in itself and explains every abstract law of nature. 

If the criteria for this perfect means is that it should be matchless and 
incomparable, and a bearer of unmistakable written testimony t<2, its 

divine origin and its religious teachings, then all these qualities can be 

found only in a revealed book that is without any match. Nothing else 

can combine all of these qualities, because this merit can only be found 

. in a revealed book, which through its discourse and its peerless nature, 
canlead to the stage of perfect certainty and perfect enlightenment. 

It may be possible for an unfortunate atheist to assert that the heav

ens and the earth arc eternal [predudingthe need for the CrcatorJ. But 
how can anyone who accepts a text to be beyond the power of man.to 

create, have any option but to admit that God, who has revealed ,the 

text does indeed exist. And, in this case, the admission of God's exist

ence is not merely based on conjecture; rather, the Book itself provides 

testimony to the fact that God exists and to the truth of the Day of 
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Reckoning. TI1us, the perfect certainty that a seeker after truth looks for 

in the earth and in the heavens-and does not find there-is achieved 

here [in the divinely revealed book]. Hence, to convince an atheist of 

the existence of God, the best remedy is provided by a matchless Eook 
and not the observation of the earth and the heavens. 

~ should be borne in mind that a person who relies exclusive!y on 

rational argumentation has a vein of atheism in him. TI1e same vep 
becomes bloated and prominent in an atheist, while it remains hidden 

among the rest. This vein can be severed only by such a revealed b'lok 

~ truly beyond the capacity of man to produce. For, as I have alre~dy 
mentioned above, people have always arrived at different conclusions 

from [the study of] the heavens and the earth. Some have understood 

it in one way and others in another. Such difference, however, cannot 

a~ise with regard to a matchless book. No one, not even an atheist, c~n 
suggest that a matchless word has no speaker and has existed by itself 

:_ince time immemorial, like the earth and the heavens [as he belieyes 

them to be eternal J. An atheist vvill debate about a matchless book only 

for as long as he denies its being matchiess. As soon as he admits that, 

in fact, writing such a book is beyond human _powers, a seed of belief in 

the existence of God will be planted in his heart. TI1is is because, in this 

Zc;ntext, there is no room tO imagine that the existence of the speaker is 
hypothetical and not real, since a word cannot exist on its own without 

a speaker. 

Moreover, another excellence of the matchless Book is that it gives 

within it-in factual terms-whatever knowledge of the origin of the 

universe and the Hereafter is needed for the complete development of 

the self. 'This characteristic is absent in the heavens and the earth because, 

fi rst of all , one cannot discover the secrets of religion at all from their 

study alone; and the little that may be discovered is quite dubious, 

and reminds us of the proverbial mother who alone could understand 

the sign language of her dumb child. All this goes to illustrate that the 

uniqueness of the Divine Word is essential not only for the comprehen

sion of the system of the laws of nature, but also because without it, the 
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very concept of salvation remains incomplete. For, if one does not have 

p;tfect certainty regarding God, the question of salvation does not even 
- 4 

arise. Those who do not believe that the \Vord of God must be peerless, 

think ill ot the All-Wise, [and imagine] out of sheer ignorance, that 

although 1-Ie revealed His Books, they have served no purpose and th~t 

He did nothing to help mankind reach perfection in faith. Alas, thev do 

not reflect that God's laws of nature are so encompassing that He h~s 

granted uniqueness even to insects that seem to serve no grand purpose. 

So would not the wisdom of God be open to the criticism that He held 

back at the most important stage of His creation, putting the whole ark 

of mankind in danger of capsizing, and leading people to think that He 

had no interest whatsoever in granting salvation to anyone. 

S:onsidering that it is a great blasphemy to think about God in 

this way, the opposite, which befits God's glory and conforms to rna1~'s 
._. 

needs, must be accepted as true; namclv, that in order to !!rant salvation 
/ 

and complete cognition to rnankind, God must have revealed a boo 

-i,vhich, being peerless, would lead to perfect cognition-something 

that reason alone cannot do. So let it be known that this Book is the 

Noble ~ran, which not onlv claims such absolute perfection, but also 

proves it to [one's] sa~ 
~ , . . f' . I j., ... ,., .. • 

\;/~ ·· LY \;JV JI ~;:/. ; d J ' ( 1-1() I \;)~) ~ 
•• l • 

1he Furqtin [Holy Quran} is the sun of knowledge and §iith, 

So that it may save you from going astr<:iy and may lead you to -certainty. 

J 
v(LJt ~I J:> I~ )I 0G' j 

./ 
.:;.;P r / l 

~y .::..,.,,) . ~ 

The Furqdn is a strong rope ofAllah 
So that it may pull_you to the Lord of all the worlds. 

~ ~-:) fr]',,; ..:::,.,.fa.tu (;- l_.W. )I JJJ jjJ \;.Jlr) ~ 

Allah has made the Furqdn shine like a bright da.y, 

So that it may bestow upon you Jpiritual light. 
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opponent and obstructor, and to consider that which completes and 

perfects as harmfuL{S:Y}en you reflect on this matter with full atten

tion and for the sole purpose of finding the truth, it will suddenly dawn 
upon you that God has not harmed reason in any way by appointing 

revelation as its companion. On the contrary, finding reason perplexed 

and bewildered, He furnished it with a sure instrument for recognizing 

the truth, by the pointing out of which, reason is aided in safeguarding 

itself from straying into hundreds of erratic ways and is not led astray, ., 
nor wanders aimlessly everywhere. Rather, it finds the proper way to 

its true JUr ose, and finds the exact place of its desired objective and 

is saved from useless toil. It is like the case of a truthful informant w 10 

gives accurate news of a lost person's whereabouts; that he has gone in a 

certain direction and is hiding in such and such town, in such and such 

ward and in such and such location. 

It is evident that no sane person objects to the help of such an 

informant -vvho supplies the needed information about the lost one and " 

points out the simple and easy way of reaching him. Sane people do 

not accuse him of creating hurdles in their investigation; on the con

:rary, they are deeply grateful and appreciative to him that he informed 

them while they were ignorant, and pointed out to them a partkular 

spot while they were wandering here and there, and he opened the 
.. -

door of certainty while they were involved in conjectures. In the same 

;ay, those on whom God has bestowed sane reason are grateful to-· 

ana praise and eulogize-true revelation and realize fully that true 

revelation does not obstruct the progress of their thinking. Rather, it 
safeguards their thinking from confusion and, out of a v~lriety of lab

yrinth and doubtful ways, shows the desired right path treading along 

which becomes very easy for reason. It also delivers man from all those 

deficiencies that confront him on acco~nt of his short life; insufficient 

intellectual capacity, and limited insight. 

I have stated time and again that human reason is so imperfect and 

incomplete in its nature that it cannot cope with any task without the 

help of a companion. It is incapable ofsettling, clearly and rightly, any 
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disputes, \Vhether spiritual or secular, on its own unless it is aided .... by 
empirical testirnony. And whenever reason ets empirical testim ny 

from a re iable source, its task becomes much easier, as if a huge bursien 

had been lifted from its shoulders. When human intellect, by its very 

nature, is dependant on a companion, how can it make progress in its 

thought process alone and by itself. 

I have repeatedly stated that all the faults suffered by reason in the 

realm of theology and knowledge of the Hereafter are rectified bv the 

Holy ~an. Not only that, but the ~ran also furnishes all rational 

arguments and guides and leads towards all religious verities. 

I have also just pointed out that if anyone wishes to verify and study 

this claim, I take it upon myself to satisfy him; and every seeker afr::r 

truth can satisfy himself on this account by putting me to the test. So, 

despite the fact that the arguments have been completed by refuting all 

their objections, why do the Brahmu Samajists not desist from uttering 

t heir absurdities. Have they been drugged into a slumber or intoxica

tion, or have aU their senses been suspended or destroyed at once so 

that the ' do not hear what they have been told, nor understand what 

has been so clearly explained, nor see what they have beens . ow1:-. 

It should be remembered that their claim that the process of rational 

investigation continues indefinitely, and at no stage stops, is also co~
pletely absurd and nonsensical. It is obvious that had such been the 

~se, no endeavour, whether worldly or religious, would ever reach a 

conclusion and no judge would be able to decide any case categorically, 

and a court verdict would be deemed impossible and unwarranted on 
_. ~ .. 
account of unending doubt. But is it right to believe that the facts ~on-

~erning all things are never and in no way clearly and accurately man

ifested, and that thereis always room for debate and discussion. God 

forbid, surely this opinion is not correct. 

A fact only remains dubious and is not considered clearly proven 

only so long as its proof is based on reason alone; but as soon as reason 
finds one of its essential companions-one of which is wahy-e-ris4.lat 
[Divine Scriptures] that gives news of the super-sensible phenomena 
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and the Hereafter-rational research is able to reach the level of absolute --
certainty. 

Thus, reason achieves certainty by pairing up with a compani?n, 

as appropriate under the circumstances: sometimes \vith a perfect rev

elation, sometimes with repeated evidence based upon observation, 

and sometimes with well-established and reliable historical testimony. 

But if reason fails to find a companion which is suitable for the path 

it intends to travel, it then never reaches the state of perfect cert:imy. 

Rather, at best, it reaches the level of probability. But when it finds., the 

~ompanion to reach its goal, the companion definitely takes it to the 
- 4 
level of complete certainty in a manner whereby1 it does not leave any 

room for doubt. 

Such well-established matters are wont to be doubted only by those 

people who are insane, phobic or given to sophistry-who by nature 

are so overwhelmed by their phobia that believing something even to 

be most probably true is impossible for them, and who always remain 

~mersed in doubts and suspicions. No matter how bright the 1!.ght 

may shine, their inner blindness, which is an essential character of their 

being, as it is of a bat, shows no sign of decline; so much so that they 

continue to doubt even the existence of God. Thus, the ailment of such 

blind ones is, in fact, irremediable; otherwise, anyone who possesses 

even a glimmer of insight can understand that once research and anal

ysis have reached the point at whicfi true facts are fully revealed and 

-::=.\ //clear arguments and decisive testimonies converge from all sides, and 

/ are shining like the sun, all investigation and inquiry stops there and 

then. The seeker after truth, then, has to take a firm stand at that point, 

for there is no choice for man but to believe it. Obviously, when perfect 

2roof has been obtained and all aspects of the point in question have 

become apparent like the breaking of da\vn and the facts of the matter 

7 l. In the original Urdu edition of Bartihin-e-Abmadiyya, Part III, F'ootnote 

Number Eleven ended here. The remaining portion of Footnote Number 
Eleven is from Part IV. [Publisher J 
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are manifested brightly, why should then any wise and sane person har

bour any doubts about it and why should any sound-minded person 

not find contentment in it. 

Of course, as long as there is a possibility of error, or the truth has 

not yet been dearly manifested, thought and reflection can be given 

free rein, and revision after revision can be made. But for someone to 

indulge in baseless suspicions about proven facts, like a phobic, cannot 

be termed as the progress of thought, rather, it is only the excess_ of 

black bile (i.e., melancholia]. 

Once the lawfulness or prohibition of a matter has become as evi-
' dent as the shining sun for someone, he would only be senseless and 

insane if, despite such perfect disclosures, he continues to harbour the 

suspicion that perhaps what he knows to be prohibited might be lawful 

-;;d what he considers lawful might, in fact, be prohibited. However, 

such questions could arise, and such doubts could trouble the minds, if 
one v,,rere to rely solely on rational ideas; and human reason-like that 

' 
of the Brahm u Samajists-was deprived and bereft of the assistance 

and support of its other companion. 

~ut the reasoning of the foilmvers of true revelation is not so desti

tute and helpless; rather, its helper and companion is the perfect \X!ord 

of God that leads the process of inquiry to its true goal, and confers the 

level of certainty and enlightenment that cannot be surpassed. This is 

because. on the one hand, it clearly explains rational arguments, and 

on the other, it serves-on the basis of its being incomparable and 

unequalled-as a decisive argument that produces certainty regard

ing God and His teachings. The extent to which a seeker after truth 

achieves true certainty of knowledge by these twofold proofs can only 

be appreciated by someone who searches for God with a sincere heart; 

and only those desire it who seek God from the depth of their souls. 

But how can the Brahmu Samajists, who hold the doctrine that there 

is no book or person that is not prone to error, hope to attain such a 
level of certainty until they seek the path of certainty by repenting of 
this satanic notion. 
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~onsidering that, of their own admission, the Brahmu Samajists_ 

have neither found nor authored a book which is a collection of teach

ings that are free from error, it is all too obvious that their faith is still 
~oundering in a \vhirlpool of doubts. Their doctrine dearly indicates 

that they do not possess certainty regarding any matter relating to 

divine cognizance. According to them it is impossible for any book 

dealing \Vith religious knowledge to be a collection of true teachings. 

fn fact they have openly declared that there is no book that is free from 
error, or worth believing, even if it totally affirms the existence of God, 

ortrays Him as One without partner, the Omnipotent, the CreatC:r, 

the Knower of the unseen, the Wise, the Gracious, the Mercifu and 

possessing all other perfect attribures, and even if it were to consider - ~ 

Him to be free from and far above deficiencies, such as coming into 

existence, mortality, change, mutability, having associates, etc. 1his is 
the reason why they also reject the Holy Q;;!.·an. 

It may be noted that the summary of their faith and belief, in 

the light of their own assertions, is that according to them, even the 

concept of God's existence, His Orieness and His Omnipotence are 

not free from the possibility of error!! In short, when they tbsm

selves admit that they do not possess a book that is truly authentic in 

their view, it becomes evident that their religion is based altogether 

on su J ositions and that their faith is far removed trom and bereft 

of the sta es of certaint . 1his amounts to what I have repeate y 
written in this very footnote, that mere intellectual iscourses can

not bring about complete satisfaction and contentment regarding the 
}:nowledge about God. 

Hence, we are in agreement with Brahmu Samajists that no man 

cart reach perfect certainty under the guidance of reason alone. The 

only point on which we had disagreement was whether, as the Brahmus 

believe, God has created man with the objective that, ins ite of his uro-e 

to zealously see per ect certainty an truth, with which his nature has 

.£.een invested, he should remain deprived of what he naturally desires 

to have and chat his knowledge should remain restricted to such ideas 
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alone as are not free from the possibility of error; or \vhether God 

has appointed means for him to attain perfect knowledge and com

plete success and whether He has also provided a book to which, the 

above-mentioned principle of the possibility of error is not a1?.l2licable. 

- So, :t:J \_; ~~I [all praise and munificence belongs to Allap], 

the fact that God has revealed such a book has become evident to us 

through categorical arguments, and through this commendable B~ok 
we have escaped the whirlpool of destruction in which the Brahmiis 

lie like corpses. And that Book is the very same Magnificent and Holy 
Book that is called 'Furqan'-which manifestly differentiates betwee~ 

) 

truth and falsehood and is free from all types of errors. 

Its very first guality is 1 M~;'9~r~1; it alone has revealed to us 
) 

that God does not desire to destroy the seekers after truth by deprivin§ 

them of the degrees of certainty. On the contrary, the Ivferciful an __ d 

Benevolent God has bestowed His favour upon His weak and imper~ 
feet servants by doing-vvhat detective human reason could never do. He 

has Himself dropped down fruit from the high branches which human 

hands could not reach and has provided the means for attaining true 

and perfect certainty tO the seekers after truth who are hungry and 

ili"irstv for the truth. 

Thousands of subtleties of religious truths were lying scattered like 

particles in the vast stretches of the spiritual heaven, and the water cl' 
life, dispersed like dew~ was hidden and veiled in the innermost recesses 

of human nature, and in its deepest secret potential; to bring them all -together from the limitless expanses was beyond the rational powers of 

man. He did not possess any discerning tool that could help him view 

the tiniest and most hidden points of truth, which were not clearly 

visible to the physical eye, nor did he have a long enough life span to 

collect them all. It is this perfect Book that has brought to us all these 

subtleties of wisdom and fine points of cognition of God, impeccably --
l. 1his is a perfect Book; there is no doubt in it (Surah al-Baqarah, 2:3). 

[Publisher J 
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and flawlessly, through the Omnipotence and power of Divinitµmd 

the strength and sovereignty of His Providence, so that by drinkill{; this 

\:..rater we are saved and do not fall into the pit of [ s iritual] death. And 

t e wonder of all wonders is that it has combined all these verities so .. 
comprehensively that none of the subtle verities and none of the fine 

points of wisdom have been left out, nor has it let anythin enter it 

w ic is opposed or contrary to any truth. 

Ij_ence, to convict and disgrace the deniers, I have explicidv sta,ted 

at various places, and have declared it loud and clear that if a Brahmu 

imagines some statement of the Hol uran to be contrary to the truth, 

or believes it to have lefc out any verhy, let him come forward wir:h }s 

objection. By the grace and mercy of God, I will remove his doubtiin 

such a manner that what he regards, in his faulty thinking, to be ~aw 

\vill be manifested to him as an excellence. [Continued in Part IV.] 
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If you say that you do believe that auliya'ulldh are blessed with rev

elation, and also believe such revelations to be the hallmark of 

ummat-e-lvfubammadiyyah) but that you do not believe such revela~ 

tions to be the source of certain knowledge, but only of hypothetical 
and conjectural knm.vlcdge, then I would say that this statement of 

yours is itself a conjecture with no rational or scriptural argument to 

support it. Indeed, it is refuted by authentic and repeated experiences 

and by the categorical verses of the Holy ~ran. In truth, such doubts 

plague the minds of only those who are unaware of the perfect light of 

Divine Revelation, are incognizant of divinely bestowed knowledge, 
and are oblivious to the wonderful divine gift of the limitless degrees 

of certainty and knowledge that God may grant to His true seekers. 

They fail to realize that when God has Himself inspired the hearts of 

His servants with a strong desire to attain divinely bestowed knowl

edge-and has imbued their hearts with their unseen rnotives to attain 

full enlightenment, vision, and light-how then is it possible that the 

Benevolent God should allow their zeal and anguish and their strenu

ous labour of love to be wasted. It is unthinkable that He would fail to 

provide bread to satiate the hunger He has created, or water to quench 

the thirst that He Himself has induced. 

\vhen a person loses himself in the love for God, loves to attain 

His cognition more than his own life, and runs towards Him with all 

his strength and faculties, will God not have mercy on him and loQk 

µpon him with kindness. \'Vill his prayers not be worthy of acceptance.. 

\\/ill his cries never reach God. Will God allow him to die in failure. 
~ 

\Vill he enter his grave in the utmost anguish, with God refusing to 

provide him the cure. \\/ill the Benevolent God reject him and forsake 
him. \Vill God not guide His true and devoted seeker to the path of 

His Prophets. \vill He not visit him with His special grace. Surely, He 

does attend ta those who seek after Him, and when they run towards 

Him, He runs even faster to meet them. He draws ever closer to those 

who desire His nearness. He becomes the eyes with which they see, 

and the ears with which they hear. Imagine, when the Knower of the 
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unseen becomes the eyes and ears of a person, will that person not 
_.j 

attain the ligEt of certainty of divine knowleage, and can he remain 

lost in conjectures . 

... Rest assured that the doors leading to God are opened to the true 
o..,,nes, according to the degree of their devotion. There is no dearth of 

His bounties, no meanness in His nature, no end to His blessings and 

no limit to progress in His cognition. It is true that He first bestow>dd 

the gift of the revelation of the unseen and definite and perfect divipe 

knowledge upon His chosen !v1essengers, but then He taught to pray: 

1 ' :I::: ~·--;t ~"11.b!" ;,i.:Jlb( "-11\5 ' 1 ~~ c.:.:i.:~ ~ ~ ,.. >""J' ~--

And thus He gave all His true seekers the glad tiding that, by follow-.. 
J ng their beloved Prophet, they too can attain the manifest and hidd~n 

knowledge that has hitherto been the share of the Prophets alone. It 

is in this sense that the Muslim ulema have been declared heirs to the 

Prophets. 1hey could not have deserved this title if they did not inherit 

the hidden knowledge. Did the Holy Prophet not say that there would 

be mu{Jaddathin [recipients of divine revelation J in this ummah. 

!v1oreover, Allah the Almighty says : 

2 w::::. ~ ' :-::'!~ 1;~b.<1vJ1; . ~-...~ .. ~ ... ~ 

And: --
""' ~ 9 ,.,.. 

? 
3 ~:i.;J wJ\...~-' ,...~ :;..t' ~ ----, ___ _ -

1. Guide us in the right path-the path of those on whom You have bestowed 

Your blessings ( SCtrah al-Fdti~ah, r: 6-7 ). [Publisher] 

2, And as for those who strive in Our path-We will surely guide them in Our 
ways (Surah al-~nkabut, 29:70). (Publisher] 

3. And say, 'O my Lord, increase me in knowledge' (Surah Ta Ha, 2o:u5). 
[Publisher] 
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Exalted has laid down a condition that for Him t0 love anyone, such a 

one has to follow the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him/' Accordinglv, it is my personal experience that to obey 

the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with 

a sincere heart and to love him, ultimately makes a person the beloved 

of God. God creates in his heart a burning for love for Hirn. Then such 

a person renounces everything else and inclines towards God; and his 

affection and aspiration remain only for God Almighty. 1bereupo~ a 

sp ecial manifestation of the love of God falls upon him and, bestowing 

upon him the full essence of love, pulls him towards itselfwith strong 

passion. He, then, overcomes his corporeal passions, and extraordinary 

works of God Almighty appear as Signs in his support and assistance 

in every aspect. 

I have presented an example of hmv to achieve [the love of Gs d J 
by effort and application. Bur there are some individuals where effort, 

• 
application, and hard vvork has nothing ro do with their spiritual ranks. 

Even in the womb of their mothers, they have such a constitution that, 

\Vi th out any effort or striving or hard work, they love God instinctively. 

And the 1 come to have such a spiritual connection with His 11essenger 

i.e. I:Jac;lrat Mul_iammad Mu~tafa, may peace and blessings of A lah 

be upon him, that anything closer cannot. be imagined. As time passes, 

their inner fire oflove and affection for God continues to grow stron,.ger 

and, with it rows the fire oflove for the lviessen er of Allah. In all these 

matters God becomes their Guardian and Guarantor. \Vhcn that fire 

oflove and affection reaches its climax, they fervently andpassionarely

desire that the glory of God be manifested u on the earth Lthis 

becomes their greatest delight and ultimate purpose Thereupon, Signs 

I. ;'::!;Here the question might arise that: If the objective is righteous deeds, what 

is the need to follow [the Holy Prophet5
"] to attain salvation and acceptance? 

"Ihe answer is that one can enact good deeds only through the grace of God. 

And since God has, in His grand wisdom, appointed one individual as the 
Leader and Messenger and commanded people to follow him, whosoever fails 
in this is not given the good fortune to perform righteous deeds. (Author) 
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of God Ah ighty appear on earth for them. God Almighty does not 

manifest H.is grand Signs for anyone, nor oes He give grand news of 
----------~<==-....!:::...~~~~~--;~~~~--;-~-:-7T-;---i~--~--~ 
~yone except to those who are lost in His love, and are as 

desirou; of the manifestation of His Oneness and Glory as He Himself -~ is. It i~ ~e to th:_m that special divine mysteries are revealed to 

them and d~u1seen is disclosed to them with the utmost daritv. 'This 
I 

special honour is not given to others. 

- An ignorant person might rBt1.lz that some ordinary people occa

sionally see true dreams too. For example, some people dream that a 

baby girl or a baby boy is born in a particular household and the same 

happens, or they dream of someone's death and the person does in fact 

die, or see other small events in their dreams and they come true. I have 

already addressed this scepticism that these phenomena are of little 

significance nor do they depend on any piety. Even many wicked and 

immoral people see such dreams regarding themselves or others. But 

true secrets of the unseen are only revealed to God's special servants. 

Their dreams and revelations differ from those of ordinary people 

in four ways: First, the majority of that which is revealed to them is 

extremely dear and very rarely ambiguous; the case with others is quite 

the opposite. Second, they experience true dreams and revelations so 

copiously that to compare them with other people would be akin to 

comparing the wealth of an emperor and a beggar. Third, the Signs 

shown at their hands are so magnificent that no one can match them. 

Fourth, their Signs attest to their acceptance by the Divine and the 

love and succour of the True Beloved. It is quite evident that, through 

these Signs, He wishes to reveal to the world hmv honoured and close 

to Him those chosen ones are, and to inspire people's hearts with their 

dignified status. 

However, those who do not have a perfect connection with God 

lack such things. On the contrary, the truth of some of their dreams 

or revelations is a trial for them) for it creates arrogance in their heans 

and they are ruined by arrogance. They begin to oppose the root that 

nourishes the branch: 0 ye the branch! Granted that you are green and 
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become engrossed in this and lose themselves to it completely, be it the praise 

of Satan or the praise of God, both become one and the same." At this, the walk 

came to its conclusion. The Promised 1v1essiahas returned later on when it was 

time for food, and after he had finished eating, he delivered the address that fol

lows. I now present \vhat I have remembered thereof. 

The Greatest Form of Worship in This Era 

Alluding to the trial and disorder that was prevalent in the present age, the 

Promised Messiah as said: "It is necessary for a Muslim, in this day and age, when 

Islam is overwhelmed by affliction, to play a part in dispelling this disorder. 1he 

greatest form of worship in these times is for each and every Muslim to partake in 

dispelling this disorder. At this time, everyone ought to strive sincerely through 

their speech, knowledge and every faculty with which they have been endowed, 

ro remove from the world with sincere effort, all the evil and insolence that is 

currently prevalent. 

\Vhat good is the comfort and pleasure that one receives in this world? Ifit is in 

this world that a person receives their reward then what has been attained? Prefer 

the reward of the hereafter, which has no limit. Each and every one ofyou ought 

to possess a passion for the Unity and Oneness of God, just as God Himself is pa~ 

sionate for His ovv'n Unit) Just reflect, where in the world will you find a person 

w o 1as een wronge more so than our Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be 

upon him? 111ere is no filth, abuse or invective that has not been hurled at him. 

Is chis a time when the i'v1uslims should sit silently? At this time, if no one stands 

up to bear witness to the truth and to silence the ones who speak falsehood, and 

if one deems it acceptable for disbelievers to go on shamelessly casting aspersions 

against our Prophet and continue misguiding the people, then remember that 

such a i'v1uslim shall undoubtedly be called to account severely. You ought to em

ploy whatever knowledge and experience you have to serve in this cause and save 

the people from this misfortune. It is established in the Hadith that even if you 

do not srrike the Antichrist, it will die anyway. There is a famous adage: 

d ..... J~j IJ L(J /i 

Every pinnacle sees a decline. 

111ese affiictions began to arise in the thirteenth century, and now the time of 
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their end is near. It is the responsibility of each arid everyone of you to strive 

insofar as possible and show people the light. 

A Yearning for the Manifestation of God's Greatness and Glory 

l,!1 the sight of Allah the Exalted, a saint and a man of blessings is one who devel

ops such passion. God desires for His glory to be manifested. In the Prayer, one 

repeats: ~\ .~~ 0~ (Ho~y is my Lord the most Great J and .fa "11~;0~ (Holy 
is my Lord the most High). TI1is is also an expression ofthe desire that God's glory 

s3 ould shine forth and that His greatness be manifested in a manner that har ~o 
parallel. In the Prayer, when a person glorifies Allah and extols His Holiness, the 
- ....J 
same sentiment is expressed; and through these words, God encourages m3n to 

realise that he ought to demonstrate through his works and efforts-with a ~ru

ral fervour-that nothing which goes against the greatness of God can don)inate 

him. TI1is is an exalted form of worship. 111ose people w .. h .. ose passion is aligned 
-l .. 

with the will of God are the ones who are known as divinely supported and it is 
- J 

they who receive blessings. Those who do not possess a fervour for the greatness, 
---.J 

glory and holiness of God, the Prayers that they offer are disingenuous and their 

prostrations are futile. Until a person possesses a fervour for the sake of God, 

these prostrations arc nothing more than futile incantations, by which they desire 

to attain paradise. · 

Bear in mind that anything physical in nature that is empty of spirit cannot 
~ 

prove beneficial. For example, just as the m eat of sacrifices does not reach God, 

your bows and prostrations do not reach Him either, until they are perfo~med 

with a true spirit. God desires the essence. God loves those who possess ardour for 
His honour and greatness. People of this nature tread a fine path on which others 

do not have the strength to follow them. Until the essence is present, a human 

being cannot progress. It is as though God has sworn t0 not grant a person any 

leas.JJ.D:- until they possess a zeal for His sake . ...... 
Every human being possesses desire, but a person cannot become a believer 

u~hre--y--g~iv_e_p_r_e_c-ed""'l""en_c_e_r_o--;tl11e~. ~-~~-,. ~ri--;;---,e-r-a~lrl-o~f-rh~e~i~r~d'e-s1~.r-es-.~1l;:;-1e 

Arabic word wali means a near one or a friend. Therefore, a person is referred to 

as a u:ali (or a saint) when they desire what their Friend, i.e. God, desires. Allah 

the Exalted states: 

~ 
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And I have not created the jinn and the men but that they may worship lrfe. 

An individual ou ht to possess a zeal for the sake of God and if they do, they shall 

-::. Y outstri their fellow man and become among those w o enjoy e nearness o 

God. One must not be like a dead corpse-when some ing is put m rom one , 
side of the mouth, it comes out of the other. In the same manner, when someone 

is in a wretched state, nothin aood can ao inside. Remember that no worship 

or charity is accepted until one possesses a sincere fervour for the sake o Allah 

Almighty-a fervour that is free from traces of selfishness or personal motive. It 

@ 
~ught to be such that even a person himself is unable to explain why they Bossess 

this fervour. 1here is a dire need for such people, but nothing is possible without 

~ewillofGod. ro "'• -
The Present State ofAffairs and the Need for a Reformer 

Those who have been engaged in such service to religion ought to remember that 

they have done no favour upon God. l11ere comes a time when every crop must 

be cut for harvesting. In the same manner, now the time has come for corrup~ 

tion to be dispelled. The worship of the Trinity has reached its highest limit and 

the Truthful One has been slandered and insulted to the greatest possible extent. 

1he .Nfessenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, has not been 

valued even to the extent of a bee or a wasp. People fear wasps and arc even appre

hensive of ants, but no one has hesitated in speaking ill of the Messenger of Allah, 

peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Such people fall true to the following 

statement of God Almighty: 

2~c1:.:;.k ,., ... ;..J• 

They rejected our signs. 

TI1ey have lashed out against the Holy Prophetsa as much as they could and have 

openly spewed out vulgarities and invectives against him. Now the time has truly 

come for God to recompense them. In such an era, Allah the Exalted always raises 

a man. As God Almighty states: 

adh-Dhariyat, 51:57 
2 Aal-e-lmran, 3:12 
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tl1e highest limits of praise rendered by those who praise, Me. 
You will not find in the heavens or in the earth any praiseworthy 
feature that is not to he:Jound in My countetta:nce. If you tried 
to c~unt My e,;:e~Uences you would not be able to number 
them, even ff you exerted yourselves hard and took J)ains like 
the dedicat"C-d. Search well then if you aan light upon a 
praiseworthy merit that you do not tlnd in Me or can discover 
an exceUence that is beyond M¢ and My Presence. If you feel 
thal w ·en you have no knowledge oJ Me and are bereft of 
vision I am known throu. h M glories and excellences . nd 
the heavy clouds saturated with l\.1y blessings indicate the 

=;}>plenitude of My bounties. Those who believe in Me as q,rn~ 
pr~hending ~u perfeqt attributes and au ~x.:cellen$es and attrib
ute te Me whatevet p~rfeetfon they observe anywh'ere a~d 
whatever glory they can conceive of in the highest flights of 
their imagination and ascribe to Me every grand~ur that their 
minds and vision may observe and every pow~r that is reflected 
in the mirror of their thQ.u&htlh are indeed th~ people wb<:> are 

~ trea:dirtg the paths that lead to true recognition of Me. They 
~ ~ave grasped the Truth and: they will be suo~es~.fuL Be up then 

n1ay Allah keep watch over yoµ) and seek earnestl for the 
attributes o · Allah, the Glorious. and reflect over them like 
deep thinkers. -

Seek diligently and ponder every aspect of perfection search
ing for it in every overt and covert manifestation of this 
UI'lIVerse as a greedy per:son OGOUpies himself inGessantly With 
the pursuit of the object of his <lesires. When you arrive af the 
c_Qmprehension of the fullness of His perfection an.d be;gin to 

~ ~/ perceive His fragrance, it is then that you have f onnd Hirn. 
This isa m:yster)' t1£.! isunv.eilecl o:nly to t'.ho:se who are earn~t 
seek;ers of gutdanee. 

Reflection ov.er Divine Attributes safeguards against errors 

This then is your Lord, your Master, Perfect in Himself, 
comprehending all perfect excellences and worthy of all praise. 
He alone can know Him who delibecrates deeply ·over the 
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Fatiba, seeking His help with a pining heart. For thos¢ who 
make a covenant with Allah in perfect sineerity, binding 
them.selves fast in perpetual obedience to Him_, and c;:leanse 
their minds o·f an r.ancour and ill .. will, are admitted through 
th'e portals of this Su:ta and :are enduw,ed with lnner .tigb,t. 

The. Fatiha also warns that whoso perishes for lack of his 
cognition of Allah, the Supreme, through his misconduct or 
by taking some other than Him as his god, in truth perishes 
because of his disregard of His excellences, his failure to 
Gontemplate His wonders and his neglect of all that is His due, 
a.s is the way of those who are the devotees of falsehood. Have 
you not considered that the Christians were invited to the 
Unity Of om;ut it was this distemper that brought about 
their ruin? . h · r errinS. selves and their beguiling . p~ssions 
drew them to the worsht].l of a servant of Alla;J1 as their god. 
They drank deep of misguidance and ignorance .and for.getting 
the .~xQeU.ences of Allah, the Su.pre.m.e, and His attril.'>1Jte$: they 

~ fnwnted for. Him 50llS affd dirught.ers. I'M tkey J20~d ilie 
····;;;;;;/ attributes of Allah, the Supreme, and the excellences that are 

worth of Hi1n. thr~.ir insight would not have £ailed them and 
they would not have perished. That is why Ala .. ·, t e <upreme, 
has warned us he.re that to safeguard ourselves against error 
in respect of a true concept of Him we must ponder His 
excellences and should seek out His ap ro riate attributes and 
~ ould remind ourselves constantly of them, for they are far 

~ ~ireriM to every material gift and far mor~ helpful than tM-"iy 
,,,.,,,. .. ?' kind of succour. We should reflect particularly over those 

attributes of His whieh have been manife&ted in His works, 
that is to say, His might, Bis PQwer,, His d;omlnanc.e and His 

_,"-, bounteousness .. Then be mindfnI of· it and ·n~1Jent it nots.b 
--7' sure thatall Pro.vi.dence belongs to Allah and all Rahmaniylfat 

belongs to Allah and an Rahintiyyat b~longs to Allah and .all 
so:v;eretgnty bek.mgs to Allah .on the Day ofJudgment. Witbh9ld. 
not, therefore, your obedience from your Sustainer and be of 
t . ose who su . mlt t emselves w o ly to the One Lord This 
verse also connotes that Allah, the Supreme, is far a5o.ve e:very 
suspicion of weaknessor shortcoming, such as the assumption 
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worldly enticements, but the result has been quite the opposite. Before 
his 'suicide; the followers ofYasu' sought godliness to some extent, but 

the more the doctrine of vicarious sacrifice and atonement was empha

sized, the more the Christians became steeped in worldliness, worldly 

enticements, desire of the world, alcoholism, gambling, licentiousness, 

and illicit relations. The negative effects of this doctrine have been like 

the sudden collapse of the dam that had been built on a violent and 

stormy river with resultant destruction of all surrounding land and 

habitats. 

Remember t00 that abstinence from sin alone is not an 

accomplishment of any kind for man as thousands of worms, insects, 

animals and birds refrain from committing any sin, yet they are not 

considered to have attained communion with God. The question, 

therefore, is: 'How did the 1'fessiah's expiation serve to enhance human 

spirituality?' .t.:1an is in need of two things in order to reach God: First, 

abstinence from evil; and second, the attainment of good deeds. lvferely 

eschewing evil is no great feat. Thus, the crux of the matter is that these 

two forces have remained present in human beings ever since their cre

ation: On the one hand carnal passions lure them towards sin, while 

on the other hand the fire of the love of God that is hidden in their 

nature incinerates the straws of sin much like physical fire incinerates 

the physical straws and dried leaves. But i nition of this s iritual fire 

that incinerates sins depends entirely on the cognition of God, because 

love and adornment for anything depends on acquiring its complete 

recognition. You cannot love something whose beauty and cxcellen:..c 

you are unaware of. TI1e knowledge of the beauty and excellence of the 

God of Honour and Glory ignites the fire of love for Him, which, in 

turn, consumes sin. It has always been the practice of Allah to grant 

such knowledge to mankind through His Prophets. Others get light 

from their light and acquire all the bounties that are bestowed on the 

Prophets by following ther!l. 

Sadly, Christianityhas the door of cognizance of God dosed to 

its followers for it considers communion with God forever sealed and 
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Allah is J\1ighty) Wise. 

By virtue of His name Aziz (the Mighty), God does whatever is needed and the 

name Hakeem (the Wise) denotes that His every action is done with wisdom, and 

done properly and adequately in accordance with the appropriate time and place. 

Just observe how plants and vegetation possess diverse properties. Even a tolah 
or two of turpethum is enough to dear the bowels, so too is the case with scam

monia. Allah the Exalted has the power to clear a person's bowels \Vithout the 

use of any medicine, or to quench one's thirst w'thout water, ut it was necessary 

for mankind to learn of the wonders of nature. or the extent to whic a person 

increases in their awareness and know e ge o t e wonders of nature, is the de

gree to which they are increased in their understanding of the attributes of All~h 
Almighty; and this enables one to attain the nearness of God.1l1rough medicine - ~ 

and astronomy we discover thousands of qualities resent in nature. 

The Properties of Things Arc Another Name for Knowledge 

What are the sciences? They are nothing more than a knowledge of the progerrLes 

of things. If the celestial bodies, stars and vegetation did not possess effects, it 

;-ould become difficult for mankind to believe in the attribute of Allah Almighty 

known as Aleem (the All-Knowing). 

It is a certain fact that the foundation of our knowledge is based on our insight 

into the properties of things. The purpose in this is so that we may learn wisdom. 

The sciences have also been referred to as wisdom (hikmat). As such, Allah the 

Exalted states: 

... ,,$, ,..,,,,, ..,. :I , "'-' 
21_:.;:s-1__:~-Jji.ili~I~ ~~ j , , , 

And whoever is granted wisdom has indeed been granted abundant good. 

the Purpose of the Supplication 'Guide Us in the Right Path' 

Hence, the purpose of the prayer ~1.1~1G~! (Guide us in the right path) 

is that when a person makes this supplication, they ought to emulate the deeds, 

morals and beliefs of 'those upon whom God has besto\ved His blessings: In so 

1 an-Nisa, 4:159 
2 :zl-Baqarah, 2:270 
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that vvrites. We can say that a piece of iron which, having 
been left in the fire, looks like the fire, burns and gives 
light, but these . are not the qualities of the piece of iron, 
but of the fire.ITi}:the same way, it is true that all t{le 
heavenly bodies and earthly elements and every particl~ 
of the lower or the higher ·world which is visible '}nd 
\Vhich is felt, is, on account of its different qualities,. a 
name of God and an attribute of His. It is the Power of 
God which is hidden in them and inanifests itself. Th y 
were all in the beginning JO 

1s words which have been 
manifested in different forms by His Power. 

£ ..:= 

A foolish one inight ask how did God's words become 
personified. Was not God diminished by their separation 
fron1 Hin1? He should consider that the fire a magnifying 
glass obtains from the sun does not dhninish the sun in 
any way. In the same -vvay, the fruits by developing under 
the effect of moonlight do not diminish the moon in any 
respect. It is a secret of the understanding of God \Vhich 
is at the centre of all spiritual matters that the \Vorld was 
created by the words of God. 

INasim-c-Da'wat, Riibani Khaz<'i'in, Vol. 19, pp. 423-424} 

»£,hen I observe these great bodies and reflect upon their 
greatness and wonders and realize that all this was cre
ated by God's design and His vvill, my soul cries O\]t 

involuntarily: Our Mighty Lord how Great are Thy Pow
ers. How \Vonderful and beyond the lin1it of reason are 
Thy Works. Foolish is the one who denies Thy Powers 
and stupid is the one \Vho asks: From ·what n1aterial did 
He make all~ 

[Nasim-e-Da'wat, Rul).ani Khaza'in, Vol. 19, p. 425, footnote] 

The reality of the Godhead of God Ahnighty is that He is 
a Being Who is the source of all grace and that all beings 
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owe their origin to Him. That is why He is entitled to our 
\vorship and we accept with pleasure that He is entitled 
to possess our bodies and hearts and souls, inasmuch as 
we were nothing and He brought us into being. Thus, I-Ie 
Who brought us into being from nothingness is rightfully 
our Master. 

[Sha!1na-e-l:Jaqq, Rfll;tani Khaza'ill, Vol. 2, pp. 428-429] 

f: speciality of God's Power by virtue of which He is 
~ed God is the Power whereby spiritual and physica! 

faculties are created. For instance, in His bestowing eyes 
on animates, His true excellence is not that He made thE 
eyes but that in the bodx cells He had already createa 
hldden powers invested ·with the capacity of sight. Wer~ 
those powers self-existing, God would be nothing. It -would ainount to giving credit to the wrong person. It is 
false to assert that sight is bestowed by those powers on 
their own and that God has nothing to do with it, and that 
If the articles of the universe had not had those powers, 
God's Godhead would have been rendered useless. e 
truth is that I-le I-Iimself has created all the capacities of 
the souls and of the particles of the universe and I-le con
tinues to create them and He Himself has put certain 
qualities in them and goes on QUtting then1. Those very 
qualities when brought in juxtaposition e~it their 
wonders. That is why no inventor can equal God. 

An inventor of the locomotive, or of the telegraph or of 
photography or of the press or of any other instrument 
would confess that he is not the inventor of powers by 
the use of which he prepares the instrument. All inven
tors n1ake use of existing capacities, as, in making a 
locon1otive work, use is made of the power of steam. The 
difference is that God I-Iimself has created these capaci-
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Fourth Preliminary Point 

Reflection upon all of the creations of Almighty God establishes the 
,_. c:::= 

principle that the wonders and maryels which He has bestowed up9n 

His creations are of two types. Some are those which are easily dis

cernible. For instance, everyone knows that man has organs, sue~ as 

two eyes, two ears, one nose, and two feet. These are facts which are 

discovered through a cursory glance. The others are those facts which 

d::mand deeper insight-for instance, the structure of an eye, througp 

which both eyes work in unison with each other as one organ and en""a-- ~ 
ble one to see everything whether large or small, and the structure 9f 
ears through which they can hear different sounds and differentiate 

between them. These are the facts which cannot be discovered throug,h 

a cursory glance. Rather, specialists in the physical and biological 

sciences have discovered these truths after extensive research and deep 

deliberation spanning over a lengthy period of time. And still, there are 

hundreds of other undiscovered subtleties and verities of the human 

body which the mind of no scientist and researcher has yet been able 

t::,_ comprehend. 

Undoubtedly, the paramount objective of these subtleties and ver

ities is to lead man to acknowledge the perfect powers of the All-Wise 

~God who possesses absolute wisdom and has worked such wonders and 

:.::iarvels into the creation of man However, some naive person might 

object here: '\Vhy has God made something-the purpose of which is 

the recognition of God-so subtle and elusive that its understanding 

requires the exercise of reflection and observation over a long period 

of time, and even then, there is no guarantee that man would fathom 

aH the secrets of divine wisdom in their entirety; and because of this 

very difficulty, man has not yet fathomed even a drop out of the whole 

ocean? All of these wonders and marvels should have been made obvi

ous to fulfil the purpose for which the i\ll-Wise God had invested them 

in the human body.' 

So, the reply to this objection-and others like it that may arise in 
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How can I hide any longer this storm? 
Instead I had better scatter my dust to the four winds. 

How far removed are we from the mundane world! 
Holy is He Who has humbled my opponents. 

187 

[Durr-e-Thamin) 

Praise and Thanks be to the All-Powerful God 
(Persian poem) 

Praise and thanks be to the Lord God; 
It is because of Him that all existence found expression. 

This universe is but a mirror of His countenance; 

~? 
Each and every particle leads the way to Him. -
In the mirror of the heavens and the earth, 
His unique face is reflected in all its glo[Y. 

</7 

Each blade of grass is aware of His Being; 
Each branch points the way to Him. 

The light of the sun and the 1noon is but a reflection of 
His light; 

Every manifestation is subject to His decree. 

,Each brain is but a secret among His secret,s; 
Each step seeks the portals of His glory. 

Every heart's desire is to relish the beauty of His 
countenance; 

Even the one that is lost is really in search of His path. 

He created the sun, the moon and the earth; 
He displayed His creative might in miilions of forms. -
All these creations are but a register of His creativit ; 
In which are con tamed an infinite num er of mysteries. 

He :placed this book of nature before our eyes; 
T o remind us ofthe path to righteousness. ,, 
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So that you recognize the God Almighty 
Who bears no resemblance to the world and all who 

dwell in it. 

So that it should be a criterion to judge the revelation 
from the Beloved; _ .. 

To enable you to recognize from among thousands, the 
ones that are fro1n the Friend. 

So that all paths of hnposture are blocked; 
So that light and darkness can be told apart. 

Then whatever the Lord God willed came to pass; 
And His handiwork bore witness to His Word. 

Idolators and all their pretence 
Are pierced by the sharp arrows of these witnesses. 

If you call someone else as Gracious God, 
The heaven and the earth will spit in your face . 

If you invent a son for Him \Vho is Unique, 
All high and low will curse you. 

This world is virtually proclaiming aloud: 
That God is Unique, All-Sustaining, and without 

partner. 

He has nor father nor son nor wife; 
He is Immutable since eternity. 

If the rain of His grace were to slow down for a 
moment, 

All this creation and the universe would come to 
nought. 

Take a close look at the laws of nature, 
So that you realize the greatness of the Lord of all the 

worlds. 
[J)iii-uI-l;Iaqq, Rii~ani Khaza'in, Vol. 9, pp. 251-2521 
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The Radiance of Revelation 

God Almighty has not only blessed Muslims with the gift of reason, but has also 

graced them with the radiance and divine light of revelation. 'TI1ey should not 

tread the paths that dry logic and philosophers seek to lead them to. Such people 

are eloquent in speech but their spiritual faculties are immensely frail. Observe, 

therefore, that God Almighty praises His servants in the Holy ~«rn in the fol

lowing words: 

l_)~.J1, ~..G.JIJ I / . _) , • .-'J 

. lvfen of strong hands and poweiful vision. 

~oes not say they are men of eloquent speech. This establishes tha . !-
mighty loves those who observe both His works and words, and reflect on them, 

not only with their physical eyes but with their inner sight as well, and then act 

aecordmgly. And all this can never be attamed without purification of the self -:::) 
• 1' FP1 

anG vv1thout cleansing our inner racurne~. 

How to Attain Success in this World and the Hereafter 

If you desire to attain success in both worlds and seek to conquer the hearts of 

people, then strive to purify yourselves, make use of reason and follow the guid

ance given in the Word of God. Reform yourselves and serve as an example for 

others by demonstrating your sublime virtues. Then will you attain success. How 

wonderful a statement by someone who says: 

- !. / 7 11 •• . :.j ,. · . J .( (' v n. ( ,,. " ~ ~I (.)JJ. , , ; 1;; 

A word which springs fi·om the heart invariably 

}£nds place in the hearts of others. 

So first and foremost , mould your own hearts. If you desire to touch the hearts of 

others, then develop the power to do so by practising what you preach. Without 

practice the force of words and human influence can be of no benefit. There arc 

hundreds of thousands of people who make hollow statements. !vfany so-called 

lv1uslirn clerics and scholars stand on pulpits and preach to others, declaring 
themselves to be representatives of the Holy Prophetsa and the heirs of the 

Saad, 38:46 
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Editors Note: I would like to say, however, that on another occasion) the 

Promised 1vfessiah'u has also said that a person who burdens themselves and 

fasts while they are on a journey, as if, seeks to please God by force and not 

th'Pou,gh obedience to His comrnand. This is wrong. True faith lies in doing 

what God commands and refrainingfrom wh.1tever He so comrnands. 1 

27 January 1899 

After the morning prayer, we were given orders to depart. When the Promised 

Messiahas passed by the factory in Dhariwal, he said: "It would be good to see this 

factory sometime. It is beneficial to see new things." 

One person said: "Your Holiness, I saw this factory once and I \Vas filled with 

an inexplicable fervour on witnessing the power of God Almighty. I remained 

restless until I was able to offer four rak'ats of Prayer."~}romised Messiahas 

said: "The fact of the matter is that all things show a manifestation of Alla"Fi 

?Almighty. Just observe how many strengths an insect pos~esses. fnd then Allah 

the Exalted is He in Whose hand is every power and strength.» 
-.-

Since the tent of the Promised Messiahas had been erected near a stream, the 

Promised Messiah'lS looked at the stream and at the surrounding trees and said: 

"This is a very good spot."2 

26 February 1899 

Praise for a Lecture of Hazrat Maulvi Abdul-Karim Sahibra 

The Promised Messiah as read a lecture ofHazrat lviaulana Abdul-Karim Sahibra of 

Sialkot entitled, 'lf/hat Reform and Reuiv11l was Brought About by 1-lazrat lvfirza 

Ghulam Ahmad ~f Qfdian?' and on 26 February 1899, he addressed the congre

gation in Mubarak Mosque saying: "It is my desire that all of my friends should 

read this, because it contains many subtle points of wisdom. TI1is also shows the 

powerful oratory skills with which a certain man from among us is blessed. It 

is precisely on this pattern that members of our community ought to strive to 

become speakers."3 

1 Al-Hakam, voL 3, no. 4, dated 31January1899, pp. 6-7 
2 Al-Hakam, vol. 3, no. 4, dared 31January1899, p. 8 
3 Al-Hakarn, vol. I 0, no. 3 5, dated J 0 October 1906, p. 7 
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Exalted has laid down a condition that for Him to love anyone, such a 

one has to follow the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah 
<fr 

be upon him. 1 Accordingly, it is my personal experience that to obey 

the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with 

a sincere heart and to love him, ultimately makes a person the beloved 

of God. God creates in his heart a burning for love for Him. Then such 

a person renounces everything else and inclines towards God; and his 

affection and aspiration remain only for God Almighty. 'TI1ereupon a 

special manifestation of the love of God falls upon him and, bestowing 

upon him the full essence of love, pulls him towards itself with strong 

passion. He, then, overcomes his corporeal passions, and extraordinary 

works of God Almighty appear as Signs in his support and assistance 

in every aspect. 

I have presented an example of how to achieve [the love of God] 

by effort and application. Bur there are some individuals where effort, 

application, and hard vvork has nothing to do with their spiritual ranks. 

Even in the womb of their mothers, they have such a constitution that, 

without any effort or striving or hard work, they love God instinctively. 

And they come to have such a spiritual connection with His 1v1essenger 

i.e. l:Iaqrat Mul:iammad J\1nHafa, may peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him, that anything closer cannot be imagined. As time passes, 

their inner fire oflove and affection for God continues to grow stronger 

and, with it grows the fire oflove for the Messenger of All all these 

matters God becomes their Guardian and Guarantor. rhen that fire 

.;>; ofl~ve ~md affection reac~es its clima~, they ferventl and assi ~.·- .:' 

/~ esire that the lory of God be manifested upon the earth, and this 

becomes their greatest delight and ultimate purpose. Thereupon} Signs 

-... __ -:;:;,... .. _ .. 

1. -!:? Here the question might arise that: If the objective is righteous deeds, what 
is the need to follow [the Holy Prophet•a] to attain salvation and acceptance? 
"foe answer is that one can enact good deeds only through the grace of God. 
And since God has, in His grand wisdom, appointed one individual as the 
Leader and Messenger and commanded people to follow him, whosoever fails 
in this is not given the good fortune to perform righteous deeds. (Author) 
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of God Almighty appear on earth for them. God Almighty c.!?es not 

manifest His grand Signs for anyone, nor does He give grand ne~ws of 
0e future to anyone except to those who are lost in His love, and are ; s 
desirous of the manifestation of His Oneness and Glory as He Himself 

is. It is unique to them that special divine mysteries are revealed to 

them and the unseen is disclosed to them with the utmost clarity. This 

special honour is not given to others. 
An ignorant person might think: rtut some ordinary people occa

sionally see true dreams too. For example, some people dream that a 

baby girl or a baby boy is born in a particular household and the same 

happens, or they dream of someone's death and the person does in fact 

die, or see other small events in their dreams and they come true. I have 

already addressed this scepticism that these phenomena are of little 
significance nor do they depend on any piety. Even many wicked and 

immoral people see such dreams regarding themselves or others. But 
true secrets of the unseen are only revealed to God's special servants. 

TI1eir dreams and revelations cliff er from those of ordinary people 

in four ways: First, the majority of that which is revealed to them is 

extremely clear and very rarely ambiguous; the case with others is quite 

the opposite. Second, they experience true dreams and revelations so 

copiously that to compare them with other people would be akin to 

comparing the wealth of an emperor and a beggar. Third, the Signs 

shown at their hands are so magnificent that no one can match them. 

Fourth, their Signs attest t0 their acceptance by the Divine and the 
love and succour of the True Beloved. It is quite evident that, through 

these Signs, He wishes t0 reveal to the world how honoured and close 

to Him those chosen ones are, and to inspire people's hearts with their 

dignified status. 

However, those who do not have a perfect connection with God 

lack such things. On the contrary, the truth of sotne of their dreams 
or revelations is a trial for them, for it creates arrogance in their hearts 

and they are ruined by arrogance. TI1ey begin to oppose the root rhat 

nourishes the branch: 0 ye the branch! Granted that you arc green and 
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become engrossed in this and lose themselves to it completely, be it the praise 

ofSatan or the praise of God, both become one and the same." At this, the walk 

came to its conclusion. The Promised Messiahas returned later on when it was 

time for food, and after he had finished eating, he delivered the address that fol
lows. I now present what I have remembered thereof. 

The Greatest Form of Worship in This Era 

Alluding to the trial and disorder that was prevalent iri the present age, the 

Promised lvfessiahas said: "It is necessary for a Muslim, in this day and age, when 

Islam is overwhelmed by affl iction, to play a part in dispelling this disorder. 1he 

greatest form of worship in these times is for each and every Muslim to partake in 

dispelling this disorder. Ar this time, everyone ought to strive sincerely through 

their speech, knowledge and every faculty with which they have been endowed, 

to remove from the world with sincere effort, all the evil and insolence that is 

currently prevalent. 

What good is the comfort and pleasure that one receives in this world? If it is in 

this world that a person receives their reward then what has been attained? Prefer 

the reward of the hereafter, which has no limi~ and every one of 1.?u ought . 

___, to possess a passion for the Unity and Oneness o · ( · elfis as

~/ ionate for His own U~y Just reflect, ,.vherc in the world will you find a person 

~ been wronged more so than our Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be 

upon him? There is no filth , abuse or invective that has not been hurled at him. 

Is this a time when the Muslims should sit silently? At this time, if no one stands 

up to bear witness to the trnth and to silence the ones who speak falsehood, and 

if one deems it acceptable for disbelievers to go on shamelessly casting aspersions 

against our Prophet and continue misguiding the people, then remember that 

such a Muslim shall undoubtedly be called to account severely. You ought to em

ploy whatever knowledge and experience you have to serve in this cause and save 

the people from this misfortune. It is established in the Hadith that even if you 

do not strike the Antichrist, it will die anyway. 1l1ere is a famous adage: 

L..11; L Llf fi 

Every pinnacle sees a decline. 

These affiictions began to arise in the thirteenth century, and now the time of 
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their end is near. It is the responsibility of each and everyone of you to strive 

insofar as possible and show people the light. 

A Yearning for the Manifestation of God's Greatness and Glory 

In d1e sight of Allah d1e Exalted, a saint and a man of blessing_s is one who Eevel

ops such passion. God desires for His glory to be manifested. In the Prayer, one 

repeats: ~\ ~; 0~ (Jloly is rny Lord the most Great) and~ j\ ~~ 0~ (Holy 
. ~ 

is my Lord the most High). 111is is also an expression of the desire that God's glory 

should shine forth and that His greatness be manifested in a manner that liar no 

parallel. In the Pra er, when a )erson lorifies Allah and extols His Holiness, the 

same sentiment is expressed; and through these wor s, Go encourages man to 
< • 

realise that he ought to demonstrate through his works and efforts-with a,n.atu-

ral fervour-that nothing which goes against the greatness of God can dominate 

him. 1l1is is an exalted form of worship. Those people whose passion is aligned 

with the will of God are the ones who are known as divinely supported and it is 

they who receive blessings. Those who do not possess a fervour for the greatness, 

glory and holiness of God, the Prayers that they offer are disingenuous and their 

prostrations are futile. Until a person possesses a fervour for the sake of God, 

these prostrations are nothing more than futile incantations, by which they desire 

_to attain paradise. 

~ear in mind that anything physical in nature that is empty of spirit cannot 

prove beneficial. For example, just as the meat of sacrifices does not reach God, 

your bows and prostrations do not reach Him either, until they are performed 

0'th a true spirit. God desires the essence. God loves those who possess ardour for 

His honour and greatness. People of this nature tread a fine path on which others 

do not have the strength to follow them. Until the essence is present, a hum~n 

being cannot progress. It is as though God has sworn t0 not grant a person any 

~re until they possess a zeal for His sake._ 

Every human being possesses desire, but a person cannot become a believer 

ncil they give precedence to the greatness of God over all of their desires. The 

_,~rabic word wali means a near one or a friend. 11erefore, a person is refern;d co 

as a wali (or a saint) when they desire what their Friend, i.e. God, desires. Allah 

the Exalted states: 
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And I have not created the Jinn and the men but that they may worship]!f.e. 

An individual ought to possess a zeal for the sake of God and if they do, th~ll 

;...-/omstri their fellow man and become among those who enjoy the nearnes~ of 

God One must not be like a dead corpse-when something is put in from one 
:=-~~-:-~--~~~----.--_::-:---::.---.-~~~--'::::,_~-:---------

S 1 e of the mouth, it comes om of the other. In the same manner, when someone 

is in a wretched state, nothing good can go inside. Remember that no worship ' 

or charity is accepted until one possesses a sincere fervour for the sake of Allah 

Almighty-· a fervour that is free from traces of selfishness or personal motive:-rt' 
...,.J 

q_ught to be such that even a person himself is unable to explain why they pg,ssess 

t~TI"lere is a dire need for such people, but nothing is possible without 

the will ofGO"d~: ~ ' ' " ; ;;;;;+;; ; =- : ~ -----===-- - ,_ . ' ,..~ ,.,Y r 
( /-;--

The Present State of Affairs and the Need for a Reformer 

Those who have been engaged in such service to religion ought to remember that 

they have done no favour upon God. There comes a time when every crop must 

be cut for harvesting. In the same manner, now the time has come for corrup

tion to be dispelled. TI1e worship of the Trinity has reached its highest limit and 

the Truthful One has been slandered and insulted to the greatest possible extent. 

The Messenger of Allah, peace and biessings of Allah be upon him, has not been 

valued even to the extent of a bee or a wasp. People fear wasps and are even appre

hensive of ants, but no one has hesitated in speaking ill of the Messenger of Allah, 

peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Such people fall true to the following 

statement of God Almighty: 

z U;;.\G \, "£ ,.,. ;; ·J-! 

Ihey r~ected our signs. 

They have lashed out against the Holy Prophetsa as much as they could and have 

openly spewed out vulgarities and invectives against him. Now the time has truly 

come for God to recompense them. In such an era, Allah the Exalted always raises 

a man. As God Almighty states: 

adh-Dhariyat, 51:57 
2 Aal-e-lmran, 3:12 


